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BRIEFLY
Campus
Species discussed: The

Environmental Interest Group, the
Center for Environmental Programs
and Beta Beta Beta, a biology
honorary, will sponsor a free
presentation on endangered turtles
this evening at 7:45 in 121 West Hall.
Kent State Marine Biology student
Greg Gerwin will speak about the
Totuga Headstart Program. The
program is a part of the 20th
anniversary celebration of Earth
Day.
Gerwin raises hatching turtles until
they are 1-year-old and then returns
the turtles to the Atlantic Ocean so
their survival is greatly enhanced.

Film shown: One of Lillian

Gish's earliest motion pictures, "Way
Down East" will be shown this
evening at 9 in 210 Mathematical
Sciences Building. Admission is free.

Series begins: The Bowling

Green FestivalSeries begins this
evening at 8 with "The Intimate
P.D.Q.Bach" in Kobacker Hall.
Tickets sell for $7 to $17 for adults and
discounts are available for University
students. Tickets can be reserved 12
to 6 p.m. weekdays or by calling
3724(171.
A discussion about the performance
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan
Recital Hall.

Chapter recognized: The

University chapter of Beta Alpha Psi,
a national accounting honorary, has
been designated this year as a
superior chapter by the national
organization. This the tenth time in
the past 11 years that the University
chapter has received the
organization's highest award. It will
be given a plaque and two $500
scholarships for two outstanding
members.
To receive the award, the chapter
was required to hold 12 professional
meetings, participate in regional and
national conventions, submit six
essays to national contests and
provide weekly tutoring sessions.

West off to speak: Charles

F. Westoff, considered by some to be
the nation's best demographer, will
speak today at 2:30 p.m. in the McFall
Center Assembly Room. He will
discuss "Desired and Actual Fertility
in the Third World."
Westoff is the Maurice P. Duriong
'22 Professor of Demographic Studies
and Sociology at Princeton and
specializes in research related to
fertility in developing countries,
Bipulation policy and U.S. fertility.
B has written some 175 articles, been
elected a Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1978,
member of the Institute of Medicine,
National Academy of Sciences and he
has chaired the technical advisory
committee of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census.
Also an expert on teen-age
sexuality, Westoff has studied the
factors that influence teen pregnancy.
He attributes teen pregnancy to
American teenagers' lack of
information about and use of
contraceptives in the book, "Teen-age
Pregnancy in Industrialized
Countries," published in 1986.
Date set: Two swimmers
pleaded guilty to third and fourth
degree felony charges in Wood County
Common Pleas Court Wednesday. In
arraignment hearings, Craig
Schoenlein, formerly a sophomore
pre-business major at the University,
pled guilty to charges of receiving
stolen property. Schoenlein couldface
up to 18 months in jail and a $2,500
fine.
Jonathan Warnick, formerly a
junior business major, pled guilty to
charges of arson and receiving stolen
firoperty. Warnick could face up to
our years in jail and a $10,000 fine.
A sentencing date has been set for
Nov. 27 for both men.

Case to be heard: Judge

Robert Pollack has extended the
deadline to Oct. 31 for lawyers to file
final statements in the Maxine Allen
vs. BGSU case.
Pollack will make a ruling on the
case — which will be the first case
involving the Ohio Sunshine Law
heard in Wood County Common Pleas
Court —within the first week of
November.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

Weather
High 40°
Low 35°

Government surveys Bay Area
response to Hurricane Hugo last month.
National Guard spokesman Dan Donohue said two
California Air National Guard units were being activated and would send helicopters, rescue and recovery aircraft and cargo planes to the San Francisco area.

by Christopher Connell
Associated Press writer
See related story p. 6

WASHINGTON — President Bush, dispatching top
administration officials to California for a quick survey of earthquake damage, is pledging the federal
government will "do everything that it possibly can
to help" in the recovery from the devastation.
Within a few hours of the quake, the bureaucracy
was in motion, from Bush's decision to send Transportation Secretary Sam Skinner flying overnight to
California to the establishment of a command center
at the Federal Emergency Management Agency a
few blocks from the White House.
"Obviously, we've already started moving," FEMA's Grant Peterson said. ''We're not waiting to respond, we're responding right now," he added as the
agency strove to avoid the criticism it reaped for its

Vice President Dan Quayle cancelled plans to return to Washington from San Diego, and White House
Chief of Staff John Sununu authorized a special U.S.
Air Force ight to bring Gov. George Deukmejian
back to Cabiornia from Frankfurt, West Germany.
Bush, who learned of the earthquake after addressing
Republican governors, said, "We don't
ig a group of Republics
know•/the
the totality of it."
"Obviously, the federal government will do everything that it possibly can to help," a grim-faced
president said.
Sununu kept Bush informed of later developments

uiii... K45p.m.,spokesmanMarlin Fitzwatersaid.
Fitzwater said the president had not yet declared
California a disaster area — a designation that must
wait for a formal request from the governor —but he
added, "It's a given they will get whatever disaster
aid is called for."
Skinner was flying west aboard a special military
aircraft and was to "land as close as he can get,'
Fitzwater said. Officials later said he would go to
Moffett Naval Air Station in Oakland.
He was accompanied by Marilyn Quayle, who has
made disaster relief a special interest, and they were
expected to join the vice president later in the day.
Donohue said the 129th Air Rescue and Recovery
Group from Moffett Naval Air Station and the 146th
Tactical Airlift Wing at Van Nuys and Channel
Island would send helicopters, rescue and recovery
aircraft and cargo planes to the San Francisco area.
D See Earthquake Aid, page 5.

Student wins
switch with
BG President
by Jill Novak
staff writer
When Ginger Shaneck received a
phone call Wednesday from Ruth Olscamp saying "So, you're my husband
today," it was not aprank phone call.
Shaneck, junior Spanish major, was
the winner of Sigma Nu fraternity's
"President for a Day" fundraiser,
which entitled her to take University
President Paul Olscamp's place for the
day and also required Olscamp to follow her usual Wednesday schedule.
Olscamp and Shaneck began their
day after receiving wakeup calls from
Steve Mason and Diane Scribner of 93Q
WRQN radio station.
They met at the Falcon's Nest later
in the morning to formally exchange
places and present the $1,000 raised
through the raffle ticket sale to a Special Olympics representative.
At the Union, Olscamp presented
Shaneck with an agenda and Shaneck
presented Olscamp with a backpack
full of the materials he would need for
her classes.
Olscamp seemed to be in good spirits, clad in a BG hockey jersey, a baseball cap, jeans, tennis shoes and a BG
jacket.
"I'm ready to start studying," he
said.
Shaneck was very self-assured and
confident in her new position and she
acted professionally when dealing with
the media and various administrators.
Olscamp only had to attend two
classes and his first class was Biology
104—where a test was scheduled.
Robert Romans, professor of the
class, said Olscamp was apparently not
prepared for this sort of exam because
r
'in lieu of the 50-question multiple
choice test, he turned in an essay on the
philosophy of science."
Obviously, there was a possibility
Olscamp thought he would score low on
the actual test, Romans said, but the
Srofessor promised he would still grade
le essay carefully and point out any
inconsistencies.
D See President, page 4.

BG News/John Grieshop

Make Way for Winter
As winter approaches tree leaves on campus turn brilliant colors and eventually lose their leaves. Above, Greg Johns, an employee of the University's grounds department, sweeps leaves into a pile in preparation for their final removal. Johns said, "once
fall arrives, it's a neverending job to keep the leaves off of the ground."

Galileo mission
finally gets start
by Harry F. Rosenthal
Associated Press writer

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - Space shuttle Atlantis finally lifted off Wednesday on its controversial
mission to send the nuclear-powered Galileo probe to
Jupiter for the closest look yet at the colossus of the
solar system.
"You looked marvelous going up," Mission Control
told commander Don Williams as the winged spacecraft reached orbit after two launch postponements.
"I feel a lot better," Williams said.
The Galileo's troubles — including money problems over the years and recent protests over its nuclear power supply — were left behind and the probe
was ready to begin its six-year, 2.4 billion-mile roundabout journey to Jupiter.
The astronauts were to release the probe from Atlantis' cargo bay later in the day. The shuttle circled
Earth at an altitude of 184 miles.
Although concern over the Galileo's 49.4-pound
plutonium power supply was argued in court, it drew
no protesters to the Kennedy Space Center on launch
day. Environmentalists had argued that a Challenger-like accident could scatter deadly plutonium-238
over Florida.
i
D See Shuttle, page 4.

Bush decision difficult
Washington upset, wanted action against Noriega
by John Omidnskl
USA Today-CN Network writer

NEWS ANALYSIS
WASHINGTON — Official Washington misses
"Rambo" Reagan.
President Bush's "kinder, gentler nation" is acceptable when dealing with child-care bills and capital gains taxes. But when it comes to foreign affairs,
this town yearns for a whiff of cordite from an M-60
president with bandoliers draped across his chest.
That U.S. forces in Panama failed to snap up Gen.
Manuel Antonio Noriega in last week's muffed coup
attempt enraged the left, right and center.
From James Kilpatrick on the right to Mary
McGrory on the left, columnists were livid. Conservative Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C, thundered, while
liberal Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., fired off lightning
bolts.
Like the old Washington Senators baseball team,
the Capital wants a win in the worst way.
It's not much fun around here when you can't be
launching a Great Society, playing world policeman
or bailing out the Third World.
There's no money to spend and Congress hassles
away 70 percent of its time trying to balance the

national checkbook.
So snagging Noriega and bringing him here
clapped in irons would nave been a refreshing break
in the action for the frustrated Washington federals.
Almost as soon as the coup collapsed and Noriega
emerged safely, thumbing his nose at Uncle Sam, the
congressional and journalistic establishments erupted. Bush, they said, had blown it, failing to have a
plan ready, failing to block necessary approaches in
Panama City.
"From Panama to the Potomac," columnist David
Broder wrote, "this White House looks chicken."
But by the time a week had passed and some of the
rescued principals involved in the coup started talking, it became more likely that the coup failed because of the ineptitude and indecision of Panamanian officers.
The coup's leader, Maj. Moises Giroldi, is reported
now to have refused his officers' demands that they
toss Noriega into a jeep and drive him over to the
American compound.
Giroldi allegedly demurred, telling fellow conspirators that he preferred offering Noriega a peaceful
retirement in the Panamanian countryside.
The major cannot tell us his side of the story. He is
dead, reportedly shot personally by Noriega.
D See Noriega, page 3.
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Flag-burning
is also a right
The American flag has been the center of
heated controversy in the last year. Should
those who choose to express their views by defacing
or destroying the flag be punished — or is it their
constitutional right to do so?
Last week, President Bush let a statute barring
desecration of the flag become law without his signature. The law was passed overwhelmingly by the
House and Senate.
If Congress believes such an issue is a real threat
to our country, then maybe they ought to go ahead
and amend the Constitution. But if they choose to do
that, they better think long and hard.
The flag is symbolic of this country — there is no
dispute about that. However, the country was built
with the Constitution as its foundation — and certain rights are guaranteed within that foundation.
Freedom of expression is among those rights.
And an amendment that would punish people for
desecrating the flag would be denying that freedom.
We pride ourselves on having the ability to speak,
shout or display our opinions — no matter how
greatly they may differ from those of the government or society. If we choose to amend the Constitution, then we will take ourselves one step farther
from the ideals upon which this country was founded.
People will continue to express themselves in an
obnoxious and disrespectful manner, but it is still
their constitutional right. And no matter how
strongly dissenting views are disputed, we cannot
take mat right away from them.
In its desperation to avoid facing difficult issues,
Washington's politics of frivolity has found an issue
so simple-minded that even a freshman congressman can figure it out: the phony crisis of flagburning. The new fiscal year may have begun without a national budget; the Gramm-KudmanHollings chopper may lie ready to cut off money for
federal operations; acid rain may still be falling
and educational standards may still be sinking —
but, by gum, the government knows how to respond
to a reafchallenge like enforcing flag fealty...
The debate hit the bottom of banality this week,
as the president grudgingly agreed to let a pro-flag
statute become law without his signature. The
measure, approved 317-43 by the House and 91-9 by
the Senate, will fine or imprison anyone who "mutilates, defaces, physically defiles, burns, maintains
on the floor or ground, or tramples upon" any
American flagNow that this flag-burning tomfoolery is over —
at least until the courts strike down the law as an
obvious infringement on free speech — will Washington please quit its patriotic pantomime and get
back to governing? Ladies and gentlemen, the
budget deficit awaits.
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Viewpoint
Kraig Baker
The American Dream not lived by all
It was cold. Not the icy cold of and found hovels that I wouldn't
a windswept mountain top, but even want to walk through,
the numbing cold of the city. The much less rear my children.
wind whipped, snaking deep into This is outside Bowling Green,
every garment and chilling its the most sheltered spot on the
owner to the bone. All across the face of the earth. In Toledo,
city, people comfortably shut Washington or Detroit, the
their curtains to the wind and homeless take refuge in boarcurled in front of fires in the liv- ded-up houses, many of which
ing room and clutched their fa- are firetraps and have unsafe
floors.
milies close.
Perspective:
The American Dream fulWe all know drugs exist. Some
filled.
In another part of the city — college students may have even
hidden from our everday world experimented with any number
— a man clutches the tatters of of controlled substances. The
his old trench coat and huddles nice thing is, though, that we can
over a steam grate. His stomach always close our eyes and say
aches and it's been days since he it's not there. To the homeless in
felt his hands. Behind him. his poor neighborhoods, however,
10-year-old daughter huddles It's a fact of life. Drug dealers
under the remains of their only stand on every street corner and
blanket. Once there was anger hawk their wares. They have
in his face, but now there is only beautiful apartments, wear flathe deadend hopelessness of one shy jewelry and drive fancy
who has admitted defeat. His cars. Meanwhile, the children on
only worry now Is that the best the streets watch this while their
steam grates are being taken as fathers and mothers struggle to
the numbers of homeless in- get enough food for themTThen
we wonder why drugs are such a
crease.
problem in our cities. Do you
Yeah, the American Dream.
This column is about perspec- think that if we gave the hometives. As I sat in the audience at less a good place to live, food,
a recent lecture on homeless, I education and their pride back
walked in wearing nice clothing that they would still want drugs?
Perspective:
and listening to a Walkman. I
This column is not a guilt trip,
had a nice apartment, complete
with an answering machine, but an attempt to raise public
stereo and VCR. Yet, at the consciousness and to encourage
same time, my biggest worry people to look out from their
has always been money and how safe, secure homes and see the
Cr I am and how poor all col- world as a whole. Our country
now has 3 million homeless peo: students are.
Pretty funny, thinking I'm ple. They do not fit the stereotypes. The majority are not alpoor.
The average homeless person coholics, they are not mentally
makes $1,190 per year. The ill, and only half collect
average person below the pov- government assistance — which
erty line makes under $4,300 a provides the bare minimum for
Cr. I made that with my part- survival and not enough for a
quality life. Three million is
e job.
twice the number of homeless
Perspective:
College students complain during the Great Depression.
that their apartments are pits. Along with the 3 million, 14 milThere are many complaints lion more are threatened with
about how beds are broken, homelessness.
The pat answer is that they
walls need to be painted and
bathtubs are stained. Now, I'm aren't frying hard enough to get
not saying one should accept in- a job. That's too easy. One in
ferior housing from a landlord. five Americans is illiterate, one
However, I rode my bike in four teen-age girls have chilthrough the surrounding areas dren. Most of these people fall
of Bowling Green this summer within the homeless and poor

groups. It seems to me that we
need to take a hard look at our
priorities and decide whether we
want to move forward as a nation with all of our citizens, or
whether we want to move forward in parts and create classes
of haves and have-nots. Should
we spend hundreds of millions of
dollars to provide food to Hungary and Poland when we cannot
feed our own people? Should we
cut the Housing and Urban De-

Dougherty impresses Doherty ■
To the editor:
Just a brief note from a former columnist: it's always a
pleasure (and sometimes an
adventure) to come back on
campus and pick up a copy
of The BG News. Ingrained habit
compels me to immediately turn
the page to the editorial section
where, for three years, my own
columns ran under various titles.
Columnists and cartoonists
come and go — myself included
— and only very rarely does an
individual come along who is
consistently thought-provoking
and interesting to read.

In this graduate's humble
opinion, the News is fortunate to
currently print the work of such
an individual — Ed Dougherty.
I've seen, I think, about four of
his columns this semester, and
each has been excellent.
I could list a bunch of flattering adjectives here, but that
would make this letter too long
to print. So, suffice it to say: BG
Newsreaders, take note and enjoy!
Michael E. Doherty, Jr. (no
relation)
BGSU'88
Columnist, The Catholic
Chronicle

Respond
The BG News editorial page
is your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to
humorous anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student
to write a column. The News
encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may be
expressed in letters to the editor.

Falman
fJ^Ocj THAT tj« M«VC nmT rum
*OACH A*j& {.CAAUCO OF HIS
■MTe~-7-/o«s. Lcri SHIFT ova
FOCUS TO TW« FATCAMt, FAH
OKHCATH TVe Goou-JOS OF Po*TL,Y
QA/Alt HAUOA.

velopment budget from $32 billion to $7.5 billion and then let
Samuel Pierce run the organization and have a couple of million
finally trickle to the homeless?
My view is obvious. All I ask is
that you think about it. One must
find his own causes.
Kraig Baker, senior liberal
studies major from DeKalb, 111.,
has only recently had his consciousness raised about
homelessness.

The News reserves the right
to reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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Campus Life

IGN.wi

staff writer

The Rangers is an extracurricular organization
within the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps and all ROTC
cadets nave the opportunity
join this team of young men
and women.
There are about 210 members of the ROTC, twenty of

"(The program)'
helps the
students get
prepared to be
better leaders and
It helps build
discipline."
-Master Sgt. David
Mendiola, head of
the Ranger program.

\2L*L~j&&t*lLMKm

BG News/ Pot Mlngarell
Cadet ranger Eric Miller pratices a one-rope bridge cross for this
week's competition at the University of Toledo Saturday. The onerope cross is used to ford creeks.

whom are members of the
Rangers, which consists of
the Ranger Challenge Team
as well as the regular Rangers who are striving to earn
their beret.
The beret signifies a standard of excellence in all events
within the Ranger Challenge
Program. Cadets striving for
their beret must meet demanding physical tests, show
excellent leadership abilities
and maintain above a 2.0
grade point average.

"It helps the students get
prepared to be better leaders
and it helps build disipline,"
said Master Sgt. David Mendiola, head of the Ranger
program.
The program also prepares
them for FTX — field training
exercises — he said, which is
a practical exercise of what is
learned in the classrooms.
These students have pushed
themselves to be a step above
the rest, he said; more elite
soldiers.
"The mission (of the Rangers) is the Spirit of the
Beret," said John Barrett,
sophomore chemistry major
and member of the Rangers.
The Spirit of the Beret is
well trained in land navigation, patrolling, various knottying, familiarity with the
M-16 rifle and various other
exercises.
"We don't get anything
extra for this," Barrett said.
"It's just knowing you're the
best of the best, we want to
make the sacrifice, compete,
and it's fun doing it."
The Black Swamp Battalion Ranger Team represents
the ROTC at the University to
other colleges, Mendiola said.
The Ranger Challenge
competition practices assembly and disassembly
)ly of
the M-16 rifle and M-60
machine gun, patrolling, land
navigation, grenade throwing, one-rope oridge and various other exercises included
in the competition, Barrett
said.

by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

The presidents of at least 90 University organizations will meet
together on Nov. 1 in what Undergraduate Student Government
President Kevin Coughlin called "the first meeting of its kind."
Coughlin said while were nave been meetings among group
leaders in the past, previous get-togethers have not covered such a
wide spectrum of subjects.
The USG-sponsored meeting at 7:30 p.m. in 1007 Business Administration will be "mostly an open forum" and will serve several purposes. Coughlin said.
"We need to create a forum where all areas can come and vent
concerns and talk to the people who can get things done," he said.
Because of the number of students USG represents, it has the ability to assist the smaller groups in accomplishing their goals, he said.
Meeting with the leaders of other organizations will expose the
concerns of students within those groups to USG, allowing the student government to become representative of the student body,
Coughlin said.
Coughlin believes USG has met every goal it set out to reach during the first half of fall semester.
"There are more goals to reach, but before (we) do so, I'd kind of
like to bounce some of the ideas off the student leaders," he said.
If a consensus can be reached, a powerful lobby is something else
the president's council could produce, Coughlin said.
"The presidents of student organizations are a great force," he
said, noting that University officials could not ignore the ideas of
such a unified group.
While discussion is a key reason behind the council's formation,
Coughlin said he wants "a little bit of substance" to result as well.
He plans to bring up the subject of off-campus relations between
the students and the city of Bowling Green at the meeting.
Past discussions with city off icals have indicated to Coughlin that
off-campus parties and the problems that ensue are creating a backlog of calls that the Bowling Green Police Department cannot handle, he said.

Cops urge crime prevention
by Jeff Batdorf
staff writer

Although crime affects everyone, some students may not be
taking crime prevention seriously, and the University Police
Department wants them to be-

come more involved as October
is National Crime Prevention
month.
Barb Waddell, public information officer, said student interest
in crime prevention does not
arise unless an incident happens
locally.
"Sometimes it takes a tragedy

to generate interest," Waddell
said, adding that the Leslie
Keckler murder last month,
touched off a flood of concern
among students.
She said since the incident has
died down, student interest in
crime prevention has followed.
An open forum was presented
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Student activity
presidents meet

Rangers pursue
fun, excellence
by Michelle Matheson

October 19,1989

recently in residence halls for
police officers to answer student
questions, she said.
"We had a program set up in
Harshman Quadrangle and only
six people snowed up, including
the R.A. who set up the program, she said. "Students
D See Crime, page 5.

"I think we could cut down (on the problems) quite a bit by encouraging the downtown nightspots to remove the 21-year-old barrier and card as (patrons) order (beverages)," he said, adding that
such a policy was a "win-win" situation for all Involved — the city,
students and the owners of local establishments.
Agreement on this point among leaders of student organizations
would let bar owners know the students support such a move and
cause them to consider the suggestion, he said.
If the meeting is successful, Coughlin said he would like to see it
occur each semester.

BURGER KING PRESENTS SWEATSHIRT MANIA!
Woodland Mall
Cinema

Oct. 13
thru
Oct. 19

Priori* 1*4 05*8
ling Gif.n Ohio

»-<*!

7:00 &
9:10

Mkhael lives.

HALLOWEEN 5
1

MICHAEL
DOUGLAS

JOHN CANDY

UNIUDCOIORS
OF BENI '

tBD
7.10 & 9.30

FALL COLORS OF BENETTON

A GALAXY RUCASC

Saturday A Sunday
Discount Matinees

7:30

&

9:45

AM TOM SELLECK

INNOCENT
MAN7.15 &9:35 _

Coming Soon: Sea of Love

Bowl 'n' Greenery
All You Can Eat
11:30- 2
$3.99
4 - 7
$4.50
• Soup 'n' Salad Bar
• Hot Entrees
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
Coupons Accepted
4 - 7 only

FBANKIIN >»«K MALL

REGGAE!

REGGAE!

on
Saturday, October 21
9 p.m., N.E. Commons
with
The ARK BAND

from Columbus
Annual Harambee - Unity
Crucial Roots Reggae Party

ALL WELCOME

Sponsored by Caribbean Association
with PSO, ECAP, Ethnic Studies,
WSA, Women for Women, and APA

I>v 1CTM1VS anCMSMONl

Presents:
!!!FREE SHOWING!!!!

ihe Serpent and ihc Rainbow
Mark Your Calendars For These Dates:
Monday, October 23 and Wednesday, October 25
Movie Shown in 210 MSC ai 9:30 p.m.
THEN
|See the Subject and Author, Dr. Wade Davis, in person
on

Thursday, October 26
iLenhart Grand Ballroom
9:30 p.m.
lAdmission: Students - si.oo
Non-Students - $2.00
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Noriega

Area group needs fund
First Step organization gains money for building
byMaMMIghcfl
reporter

Since lflK, Fostoria's First
Step organisation has offered
help to victims of domestic violence, bat now the organization
is in need of help.
Terri Mercer, First Step's executive director, said the organization has raised only half of its
tmowgoalforabdtdingfund.
The money will be used to
make room for housing of mom
victims and to increase office
space, she said, because toe
current location — a renovated
use — is overcrowded and in
poor shape.
"We have two options," Mercer said. "We will either be purchasing an existing building ihat

is the correct size with the correct layout, or we will build a
new holding."
Eighty percent of First Step's
budget Is obtained through The
United Way Agency and revenues from marriage licenses,
but the remaining 20 percent is
needed from private individuals
and corporation grants.
First Step helps the community by providing programs for
women, men and families effected by domestic violence,
Mercer said.
"Most victims of domestic violence are women — over 4 miilion each year—so we concentrate on working with them face
to face and bringing them to the
shelter," she said.
"But we also have phone

counseling for men," Mercer
said. "Men are usually the victims of emotional abuse more
than physical."
Also, she said children between the ages of 1 and 6 can be
helped in dealing with the pressure of domestic violence.
"Our 'Operation Starshine'
runs concurrent with the
women's help session," she said.
"It helps children who are
caught in the crossfire of domestic violence.

G Continued from page 1.

By the time a week had passed, Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney was about to burst after
holding his tongue. Cheney
popped off to the Associated
Press.
Cheney, a former congressmen, suggested that Congress butt out.
"We had situations here
where members of Congress
were literally calling agencies
downtown, or even people in
Panama, as these events unfolded, demanding information,"
he said. "That creates a'J kinds
of problems."
Congress has grown too intrusive and meddlesome in such

matters, second-guessing and
interfering, he suggested.
"There's no question in my
mind that we've reached a point
where it is a complicated business to try to function in this
area," Cheney said.
The Panama business underlines the continuing difficulties
that the U.S. government has as
it's tugged in one direction by
Republican Bush and in another
by a Democratic Congress.
Bush has tried to play the
game halfway, but ft hasn't
worked.

The 132-ton Atlantis has a
crew of five for the mission that
ends Monday with a landing at
Edwards Air Force Base in California at 2:38 p.m. EDT.
The $1.5 billion mission
already was seven years behind
schedule when Atlantis was
grounded by rain at the last
minute Tuesday and by a faulty
engine computer last week.
"It feels great," said NASA
chief scientist Lennard Fisk

after liftoff. "It's been a long
time."
Williams' crew consists of pilot Mike McCulley and mission
specialists Ellen Baker, Franklin Chang-Diaz and Shannon Lucid.
The liftoff was the start of a
voyage that will take the probe
on a looping path past Venus in
FebruarV, back to within 620
miles of Earth in December 1990
and past Earth again at a
200-mile altitude two years
later. The craft will arrive at
Jupiter in December 1995 for a
two-year orbit.
As part of the mission, a robot
will separate from the Galileo
spacecraft and plunge through
Jupiter's gaseous atmosphere.
Scientists hope to gain insight
into the birth of the solar system
by studying Jupiter, which holds
original material from that

event 14 billion years ago. The
planet's radius is 11 times that of
Earth and its mass 318 times
greater.
The mission originally was to
have started in 1982, but money
ran out. Then came the Challenger explosion in January
1986 delaying all shuttle flights
for three years and prompting a
change in the rocket to propel
the Galileo.
The mission originally was
budgeted at $425 million. It will
climb to $1.9 billion by the time
Galileo finishes a 10-orbit trip
around Jupiter in 1997.

the most was the amount of attention she received as president.
After receiving a phone call
from the president of the Board
of Trustees who inquired about
statisitics at the University, she
said Olscamp's secretaries and
assistants found the information
she needed within two minutes
while she sat at her desk and
waited.
"I definitely didn't expect to
be pampered as much — I even
have my own bathroom and

shower connected to my office,"
Shaneck said.
However, Shaneck said if she
really was president she would
expect it to be strenuous to be
the center of attention at all
times and have to make all of
the decisions.
"I do wish we could have
switched salaries for the day,
though" she said.
While Shaneck conducted the
forum, Olscamp ate at Harshman dining hall with five of
Shaneck's friends.
Shaneck said cafeteria

At this point, it seems that the
only way the United States could
have seriously aided the Panamanian coup attempt would
have been by dispatching American troops, uninvited, to the military headquarters where the
coup unfolded.
Had Bush done that, it's likely
that both Congress and Latin
American leaders would be calling for the president's impeachment.
That kind of "gringo" justice
is history.
Bush was damned if he did
and damned if he didn't.

Shuttle
C Continued from page 1.

Nothing like that happened
"I wish more people knew Wednesday and even the weathabout First Step," Mercer said. er cooperated. Clouds and rain
"So many people have called threatened to halt the launch unand said, 'I've heen living like til the last minutes of the counttide for so long. I never knew ' down, but the clouds suddenly
dissipated and the shuttle darted
FtmSlep was there."
into a bright blue sky, trailing a
700-foot geyser of fire.

The BG News Classifieds are where it's at!

CD EC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
llCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
incfal Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental lnci

The sweeps past Earth and
Venus will take advantage of the
Slanets' gravity to accelerate
le spacecraft to the proper
speed to reach its distant target.
Small onboard motors will finetune the flight path.

President

: ooooo iislii .
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D Continued from page 1.
denca.

Shaneck's morning consisted
of a meeting with the Administrative Council and an open
forum, where students could
"eat lunch with the president."
She said what surprised her

i

For A Frc

(800) 346-6401

NAILS • NAILS * NAILS
The Arrangement
181 S. Main

He sent troops in, telling them
to sit tight in the U.S. compound.

352-4101

352-4143

Our Library Of Alcohol
Awareness Books Can Help You
To Learn, To Understand, To Care

Bowling Green
MIS and Computer Science
degree canditates...

"GAMES ALCOHOLICS PLAY

SO YOl« AlCOHCHIC

Society Information Systems managers will be conducting interviews on Wednesday, October 25.

"ADULT CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS''

>,

A group of staff members will be available during a SPOTLIGHT SESSION to answer questions about Society Corporation and its Information Systems Division.
Please join us for this informal gathering on Tuesday,
October 24, at 6:00 pm in the Taft Room of the Student
Union.

Stop in and look over our displayUniversity Bookstore
Student Services Building
M-F 8:00-5:00 Sat 9:00-5:00
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After lunch, Olscamp went to
Jerome Library to do reseach
workers were saying, "What?
He's coming here?!" when they
heard of Olscamp's visit,
for Shaneck and he then went to
her Economics 202 class.
While he took notes in her
class, Shaneck was attending a
meeting with city and county
administrators and Vice President of Operations and Capital
Planning Robert McGeein to
discuss the rerouting of Thurstin
Street.
Shaneck concluded her day
with a tour of the new College
Park Facility with McGeein.
Olscamp concluded his day in
a mock situation in which he was
disciplined by a resident adviser
in Shaneck's residence hall for
"making a ruckus at 2:30 a.m."
The resident adviser in
Shaneck's residence hall, sophomore business major Brad
Snedeker, asked Olscamp what
he might do to remedy the situation he caused and informed him
of the possible action he could
take as the RA.
Although Shaneck did have a
specific agenda to follow, she
did make a couple of recommendations and decisions that
were not scheduled.
At the forum, students discussed the idea of having more
night football games, and
Shaneck conducted a vote to
determine how many people
were in favor of the idea.
After unanimous approval,
Shaneck said she would dictate a
brief memo to Athletic Director
Jack Gregory informing him of
the' 'student poll.''
A student at the forum expressed his concerns about the
parking situation and Shaneck
said she would have someone
answer his questions and send a
letter to him.
The switch allowed Olscamp
to do some things he has never
done before, such as visiting the
Centrex building.
In addition, he took a walk
through the cemetery and since
he had all of his homework done
while in the library he "fooled
around with the computers," he
said.
Shaneck and Olscamp both
had final comments to sum up
their switch for the day.
"It was a pretty strenuous Job
with the decision making,"
Shaneck said. "They put you on
the spot then they look at you at
those meetings and expect an
answer."
Olscamp described his day as
"a novel and rewarding experience."
"I would consider it at some
time in the future, but not necessarily next year," he said.

Have a
comment
about campus
happenings?
Letters to
the Editor
are always
welcome!

THE BG NEWS
MNwi

The center of the earthquake was reported to be in Santa Cruz, 90 miles south
of San Francisco. Santa Cruz is located west of San Andreas Fault, which
ruptured during the 1906 San Francisco quake.
Tuesday's quake, which hit at 8:04 p.m. EDT. reportedly measured 6.9 on the
Rchter scale. The 1906 quake hrt 8.3 on the scale.

D Continued from page 1.
FEMA officials said some experts were being sent to Sacramento to be on hand to take care
of aid paperwork from California state officials.
Peterson, in charge of the
agency's earthquake response
effort, said the agency has a
$1.18 billion pool that was set up
to deal with damage from Hugo
and some of that money can be
used to aid victims of the earthquake.
Fitzwater said Sununu had
also "talked to officials at De-

California

Quake Zone
The graphic on the right depicts
the area affected by Tuesday's
earthquake. Major landmarks,
such as the Oakland Bay Bridge
and Candlestick Park, are among
the damaged structures in the San
Francisco and Oakland areas.

Mall aimed at residents

"College students don't have
that large an income to spend in
the mall," Peters said. "The
average student only spends $30
to $40 a month in the mall."

In addition to Woodland Mall,
The Mall Company — a partnership consisting of an architect,
engineer, lawyer and an accoun-

Under the ownership of The
Mall Company, 85.000 square
feet was added to the existing
structure in November 1988
which includes Hills and 13 other
individual tenant spots.
"The mall traffic is up, sales
are up and commercial appeal is
up," Peters said. "We are doing
very well and we anticipate doing even better.
"In three to five years we will
be to full lease and sales potential. Right now we are only 65
percentTeased."

But customer service is not
the only goal of The Mall Company.

ON

Q.
1X1

The company wants Woodland
Mall to become a communityoriented mall which will not
have to compete with the larger
malls, she said.
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Ski Colorado
STEAMBOAT
Dec. 15 - Dec. 22
$314.00
Contact R. Conibear
200 Memorial Hall
372-8249 or

372-2876

BLUE PLATE SPECIALS
1 One Bowl Salad and Cup of Soup
2. One Bowl Salad and Slice of Pizza
3. 4" George Sub and a Cup of Soup

$2.50
$2.75
$3.00

4. Bowl of Soup and Garlic Bread

$1.50

You get It In 7 minutes or less or the next lunch meal is on us. Ask
about George's lunch crew card.

Monday Through Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
(Inside Only)
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The Savings Are Great!
Live Entertainment with Thia Year's Fad at 10:00 p.m.
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BETAS

POOKIEJAP
Located in the Woodland Mall
352-1099

School of HPER
PEG Program

PollV6V6S "^ fathering Place'1
352-9638 or 354-0056
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Happy
Sweetest
Dayl^T

Order your Personalized
Decorated Cookie for your
Sweetheart on Sweetest Day!
Sizes include:
12 inch circle
8 inch heart, circle or square

BETAS

BETAS

BETAS

BETAS BETAS

The Brothers of Beta
Theta Pi Would Like
to Congratulate Its
New Initiates
Mike Casement
Steve Fisher
Scott Larger

Pete Menyhart
Steve Rank
Ralph Travise
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One Day Notice Needed

And Welcome Our New
Pledges and Pledge
Class Officers

"The stores who have their
own personal financing are the
ones who usually don't make it,"

352-0796

$

H

TICKETS $2.00 AT THE DOOR

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN
c

1.50 Fare

75 Fare

Cnr CIHorlu ffi^iW

E?rN/Per?SnAS
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

Handicapped Persons
,...,,K Ci,a ■**,,.,

T,a

Children
Childrer

UNDER4VHS
ORUNDfctUOlBS
UNDER4
VflS ORUNDfcfUC

Ride Ffe
Free
Rlde
Ch aa
Chi

Of Charge
£ °'
£hi
with
nduli
J»*
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.. . . Seals p'ovidec!

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Wheelchair Access & Group Seatinq Available,oa's p'°v"k"
•Tonsil Identification Cards Available Al Grants Administrators otnee On Tues. S Wed Only
Call 354-6220 For More lnforma.,on ,
SERVICE PROVIDER
RICHARD RAMOS
■

Peters said the mall is doing
"wonderfully well" and in addition to sales being up, they are

s°
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The current market population reaches close to 25,000 peo"We wanted the mall to be a
ple from the 39,000 permanent
households located within Wood safer place to shop and we wanted
it to be convenient so the reCounty. Of these households, the
average income level reaches sidents do not have to go to
close to $35,000 a year and shop- Toledo." Peters said. "We also
pers' goods expenditures of wanted to keep Wood County's
these patrons averaged tax dollars here instead of
having them go to Lucas
$192,800,000 a year.
County."
By 1990, the goods expenditures are protected to reach
"Shoppers have to walk too
$271,300,000 and the average in- far to get to the building and the
come $43,800.
crime rate is higher in bigger
cities and in bigger malls."
Peters said these figures have
supported the customer survey
Thus far, the mall has not had
and show that the current mar- Eroblems competing with the
ket rests with the permanent
irger malls since the tenants
population.
are predominantly nationaloriented stores who have a sigHowever, she does not deny nificant amount of advertising
that when school is in its regular and those stores who have had
15-week sessions, there is an in- problems staying afloat at the
crease in business for the two mall, are the ones who owned by
individuals, not companies.
million-square-foot mall.
"Business picks up when
school is in session, Peters
said. "In the summer, there are
about 10,000 less students."
Because of the number of college students in the city, Peters
said the Woodland Mall has
brought in stores such as Maurice's, The Dollar Tree, Deb and
Mr. Bulky's which focus on the
college crowd.

1

Police are available every day
to put on programs or pass out
information to students on subjects ranging from date rape to
vandalism, she said.

Campus I

o

2

m

"Students see coupons as play
money and it is only when they
are stolen, do they become real
money," Waddell said.
A third poster states if a student suspects a crime, they
should report it, she said.

Another poster states food
coupons are hot items and students should not carry their entire coupon books with them, she
said, explaining coupon books
are easily stolen because students do not think of them as
real money.
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"Our goal is to provide customer service as much as possible," she said.

D Continued from page 3.
should get motivated now and
not wait until something happens."
While student turnout may not
be as high as expected, Barbara
Keller, director of residential
services, said the programs are
beneficial in educating students
about crime.
"The turnout is not overwhelming, but if anyone comes,
it is worth it," Keller said.
Waddell said these programs
offer food and a raffle of
T-shirts, money or gift certificates to get student attendance.
Posters and flyers about cam6us safety have also been dis-ibuted to resident advisers to
post in the halls, she said.
One poster states a person arrested for drunk driving can
face a license suspension, three
days in jail and a $1,000 fine,
Waddell said, which is the number one killer on the nation's
roadways.

440 E Court Street
Free Delivery

UPTOWN OCTOBER 20, 5-8 pm
HIRTS

The Mall Company anticipates another good Christmas
for Woodland Mall especially
with specialty tennants such as
Hickory Farms and those which
feature leather goods and pictures, Peters said.

FRE

"The mall is not a collegeoriented facility even though the
college students make up a
majority of the population.

tant — is a major developer of
other mall complexes around
the state and in nearby states.
Robert Sproul, who acts as
head of the company, was involved with the company's opening of its first mall in Alliance,
Ohio, in 1983.
Since then, The Mall Company
has opened Carnation Mail in
1988, and is involved with the
opening of Miami Valley Center
in Piqua, Ohio, in addition to
Woodland Mall.

Peters said. "We've lost four
stores, but we have replaced
them.
' 'Those stores need to promote
in some way. shape or form to
inform about themselves. The
losses for these companies came
down to advertising problems or
mismanagement."

still climbing.
"We haven't leveled off yet in
sales." Peters said. "Each
month is better than the last.
Each month here has had sales
increase from the last year. On
the average, sales for the mall
as a whole have increased by 25
percent from last year and are
still growing.
"When January comes
around, sales slump because the
holiday season is over — we
didn't experience that," she
said.

ADMIT

A survey to determine the
market of Woodland Mall was
done this past summer and
Peters said the results were not
as most people would assume.
"The market is predominantly family-oriented in the 35 and
over age group," Peters said.

partment of Defense, and they
will be prepared to help in any
way they can."
Robert Morris, a top FEMA
official, came to the White
House to give Sununu a firsthand report.
"FEMA reports that the hospitals are operating and undamaged in the San Francisco
area and that the fire department has water for their operations. So two important rescue
operations are operating,"
Fitzwater said.

Crime

D«ve Hardman. Gannett News Service

With more than 17,000 University students making up a
majority of Bowling Green's
population, the market for a new
shopping mall would be tuned
primarily toward students.
But this is not the case with
Woodland Mall, said Linda
Peters, manager of the complex
which opened May 13, 1987 in
Bowling Green.
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Earthquake Aid

San Francisco quake

by Amy Cole
assistant managing editor

October 19,1919

Lei Driver Know
How Many Persons
Will Be Riding

PresidentJeff Herbst
John Kramer
Vice-PresidentSocial Chairman- Sean Samuels
Seth Lewis
TreasurerSong Chairman- Jim Norris
Communication- Shawn Podgurski
Eric Banks
Mike Moraw
Mark Crawford
Todd Meyer
Keith Goodrich
Jim Norris
Karl Kantor
Mike Schane
Joe Kistler
Brent Spray
Andrew Wilkin
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City rezoning hopeful Falcon motel expands
Landowner opts for possibility of student rental property
ing rental units.

by Wynne Everett
staff writer
More student rental property
may spring up in Bowling Green
if a 9.6 acre plot southwest of
campus is rezoned to an R-3
category.
At its Monday night meeting.
Bowling Green City Council
agreed to rehear a petition on
the land parcel, located at the
northeast corner of South Main
Street and Gypsy Lane Road,
which is presently undeveloped,
but zoned M-l for light industrial
use.
Linda Fite, the land's owner,
is asking City Council to reconsider its 2-5 vote last September
denying the rezoning request.
If Fife's request tor rezoning
is granted, she said she plans to
build either duplex or fourplez
rental units or sell the land to
developers interested in build-

DUTCH PANTRY
RESTAURANTS

$2.45
Mon. - Thur.
1720 E. WooMer
(arrowi from ihe medium)
352-7000
Houra:
Sun - Thur.
6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri. ■ Sal.

6 a.m. - 10 p.tn

Pond said he believes many
council members voted against
rezoning the land to the R-3 multiple family residential category

"We would rather not have
trucks and heavy machinery
moving through there," she
said.

.

October 29 ,1989
Columbus, Ohio
Leaving B.G.: 9:30 a.m. from parking lot
by University smokestack
Assemble: 1:00 p.m., Ohio Center,
400 N. High Street
March: 2:00 p.m., Down High St.
Rally: 3:00p.m., Bicentennial Park
Leaving Columbus: 6:00 p.m.
approx. 9:30 p.m.
Speakers to include :
Kate Michelman. Exec. Dir. of NARAL
Molly Yard, Prts. of NOW
Irene Nalividad, Pasl Pres. of the
National Women's Political Caucus

Keep Choice in Your House ■
Nol the Statehouse

Support access 10 safe and legal abortions in Ohio.
FOR INFORMATION ON THE MARCH OR FOR
TRANSPORTATION, CALL:
Greg Hunt, Wood County
Chairman 352-5398
OR
Send SI4 check or money order to:
Greg Hunt
1017 S. Main St., Apt. 46
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Include your name, address, and phone number
The first 40 students need only pay SIO to ride Student Express Bus.
MCMMau fat people »tih oiuiMttxt .re ■ •ulabk ASI tpittpctftd
Spnwurrt by FmM of Chowc Onto

GOLD
RING
SALE
s
75 OFF 18K
*50 OFF 14K
15 OFF 10L.
Order your college ring NOW

JOSTENS
A M I K | « A

DMC
PI,,;,;.

•

COLlfOI

PINO*

Octobf 18-20 Time IQo.m.-3p.m. DepoaitRequired: $15.00
Univ.rslty Bookstore
thru Jiwai StoirLijaaaairlaiiaimriii

MntoWyown

"Even if someone wanted to
develop it as industrial, we
wouldn't allow it," she said. "It
shouldn't have had any bearing
on the council's decision."

During a public hearing on the
request last September, City
Council was told a company was
interested in building a warehouse on the site.

March for Choice
OHIO

fat

Fite said she and her husband
have never been aware of such
an interest and do not plan to sell
to industrial developers.

Fite and her husband prefer
that the land not be industrially
developed because the main access route would be South Main
Street, where the File's Southside Laundry is located.

REACH
FOR THE
POWER.
TEACH.

welcomes you to join
us for breakfast

*8*
4g»

"We had in mind maybe
something for married students
or people who don't want to
necessarily live real close to
campus,
she said. "We have
no plans drawn or anything like
that yet, but we had rentals in
mind." Ward 1 Councilman
Donald Pond said he asked for
the request to be reintroduced to
the council's agenda because he
felt confusion over the land's future development may have affected the last vote.

because they believed there was
an interest in developing it industrially.

ing, the motel plans to install
touch-tone phones and
modems in every room.

by Wynne Everett
staff writer

TJhe manager of a local
motel hopes construction of a
new two-story reception building including a "businessperson's center" will help attract
business travelers.
Best Western Falcon Plaza
Motel, 1450 E. Wooster St., beE construction of a new
,000 building to replace JR
sntlne's restaurant late
last month and plans to open
the addition in March.
In addition to the business
work station, the new building
will include a new registration
area with a lobby, conversation area and fireplace, office
space, a gift shop, meeting
rooms and a breakfast parlor,
Best Western manager Tom
Baersaid.
"Our business equipment
will also be available to students at competitive charges,"
Baersaid.
In addition to the new build-

The existing building, eur-

"We discussed a
variety of things we
could do instead of
that restaurant, but
we decided these
business facilities
were the best
thing."
-Tom Baer, Best
Western Manager
rently housing registration and
managerial offices, is scheduled to be converted into an indoor pool and recreation facility by next fall, he said.
The decision to replace the

motel's restaurant with the
new facilities came to response to recent trends in the
motel industry which stress attracting business travelers,
Baersaid.
"The need for a restaurant
right at the motel is gone these
days," Baer said. "We dtocussed a variety of things we
could do instead of that restaurant, but we decided these
business facilities were the
best thing. They are becoming
an amenity tn the lodging industry."
Beyond the desire to attract
business travelers, Baer said
the decision to expand was also
motivated by a need for a better position on Wooster Street
"We felt we were hidden behind the restaurant," he said.
"This will reposition the motel
out to the street. Curb appeal
means a lot. Well realty demand attention from people
driving by."

Quake concerns students
by John Kohlstrand
staff writer
News about Tuesday's massive Northern California earthquake
left a number of University students fearful about the plight of
friends and relatives in the area.
At least 272 people were reported dead and 650 were injured from
the earthquake, according to Associated Press reports. The earth8uake measured 6.9 on the Richter Scale and is the second largest in
.S. history.
About 17 of the University's 17,000 students are from California.
Derek Milne, a University graduate student from Santa Barbara,
Calif., completed his undergraduate studies at the University of California-Santa Cruz — about eight miles from the earthquake's epicenter.
Milne has attempted to telephone his old college friends, but he
has not been able to get through, he said.
"The whole place could be leveled for all I know and I don't know
really," he said.
PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING
OLD HEINZ PARKING
Across Rail Road Tracks from E. Merry Apts.
$100 one time charge
Parking now until 5/31/90
For more information call or stop in at
Greenbriar Inc.
224 E. Wooster
352-0717
PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING

Forty buildings and two bridges have collapsed in Santa Cruz resulting in an estimated $350 million in damage, the AP said.
The older buildings in Santa Cruz, some of them Victorian-style
mansions, most likely did not widthstand the powerful shock, Milne
said.
"I talked to my Mom and she said she felt the quake in Santa Barbara, which is incredible because it is several hundred miles away,"
he said.
Milne said he heard about the incident while eating in a local restaurant and was watching television until 2 a.m. Wednesday for
more news about the disaster.
"You don't even know how to react at all," Milne said. "I don't
think reality has hit at all."
"It's really hard to think of the reality that someone I know could
be dead," he added.
After hearing about the earthquake, sophomore undecided major
Bob liegl immediately worried about his two sisters and their families in San Francisco and San Jose, Calif.
While news slowly trickled across the country about the quake
Tuesday night, one of the few things Liegl was positive of was that
the fans at Candlestick Park for the World Series had not been hurt.
"I pray to God they were at the game. If they were at the game,
they're safe," Liegl said Tuesday night, while his voice quivered and
a television turned to a news station droned in the backround.
Liegl said he stayed up until 3 a.m. Wednesday hoping for news of
his family, but by Wednesday evening, Liegl had heard from only
one of his sister's families. His main concern was for his brother-inlaw, he said, who works as a painter in San Fransisco and could have
been anywhere during the a p.m. earthquake. Senior Laura Perez
also has a sister who lives in San Francisco. She heard about the
earthquake after coming back to her residence hail after taking a
test, she said.
Q See Quake, page 8.

The Richter scale
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A Day
in the
Life...
Paul Olscamp, student for a day. (left) and Ginger Shaneck, president for
a day, (right), exchange school supplies and administrative schedules at
the Falcon's Nest in the morning.

Paul Olscamp writes and records notes in the Business Administration Building during Ginger Shaneck's ECON 202 class

Ginger Shaneck reviews her schedule for the day in Olscamp's office in
McFall Center.

Paul Olscamp relaxes in the .com jf Chapman Resident Advisor Brad Snedeker, before meeting with him
to discuss a noise problem.

Two olShanecks friends, sophomore Amy Momlnee, (left) and sophomore Joanne Spiranovich (right) dine with
Olscamp (center) in Harshman cafeteria.
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Poverty growth Neighborhood fights 'Johns'
not addressed
by M.R. Kropko
Associated Press writer

by Nancy Benac
Associated Press writer
WASHINGTON - Nearly 32

million Americans lived in poverty in 1968, the Census Bureau
reported Wednesday. It marked
the second straight year in
which the nation made no significant inroads against poverty
despite the economic expansion.
"It looks like this is as low as
it's going to get for a while and it
isn't very low," said Robert
Greensteui of the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, a
private research group. "It is
disturbing that despite a sixth
year of economic recovery, both
the nation's poverty rate and the
income of a typical household

showed no significant improvement."
The Census Bureau, however,
found some cause for encouragement in the report, pointing
to a 1.7 percent increase in per
capita personal income last
year.
"It's a year basically in which
most groups stayed the same or
improved, William Butz, the
agency's associate director for
demographics said.
The poverty rate fell from 13.4
Ercent in 1987 to 13.1 percent
it year and the number of impoverished people dipped from
32.3 million to 31.9 million, but
the Census Bureau said neither
change was big enough to be statistically significant.
Neither whites, blacks nor
Hispanics made significant
gains in 1988, leaving wide gaps
between the three groups' poverty rates: 10.1 percent for
whites, 31.6 percent for blacks
and 26.8 percent for Hispanics.
Both the number of poor peo^and the poverty rate have
n inching downward since
1983, but each still exceeds the
recent low points set in 1978,
when the poverty rate was 11.4
percent and 24.5 million people
were impoverished.
Greenstein said the lack of recent progress against poverty
has occurred because the benefits of the economic expansion
are flowing disproportionately
to the wealthiest Americans.
The poorest fifth of the population received 4.6 percent of total
national family income in 1988,
the lowest percentage since
1954, while the richest fifth
received 44 percent, the highest
ever recorded, he said.
The Census Bureau, meantime, pointed to the jump in real
per capita income last year, to a
new high of $13,120.

CLEVELAND — In an old neighborhood across the Cuyahoga
River from downtown Cleveland, residents claim success with a
strategy to combat the oldest profession.
They re jotting down license plates of cars that "Johns" use in
picking up prostitutes and sending vehicle registrants a post card
about the activity.
Residents and business owners in the Near West Side area began
meeting in July, after noticing that soliciting for prostitution had become blatant in their neighborhood.
"We've always had a problem. There have always been some girls
on the street. We've had a problem with male prostitution as well.
But there hadn't been the volume we began to see in May and June of
this year." Council woman Helen Smith said.
The illicit sex market began to spill over from major streets onto
residential streets, she saidT
"My husband and I have lived here 17 years and we are raising
two kids, and we found ourselves this summer living in a flesh
supermarket," said Mitsi Wagner, one of about 50 people who volunteered to help combat the problem.
Wagner said she was most upset with men driving into the neighborhood looking for prostitutes.
"Women I usf walking to the corner to catch the bus could not stop
to wait for the bus without being solicited. My neighbor on Church
Avenue was solicited on her porch," Wagner said. "It was creepy,
this feeling of not knowing who was out in tront of your house and for
what reason."
Councilwoman Smith found no clear reason why the activity suddenly flourished in the working-class neighborhood. She said a good
guess would be an influx of illegal drugs.
"I was really surprised," she said. All of a sudden we were inun-

AIDS labeled a catastrophe
by Paul Recer
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - There may
be 14.5 million Americans infected with the AIDS virus by the
year 2002 unless stronger
measures are taken to combat a
growing epidemic, the Hudson
Institute predicts in what it calls
"a dark view of the future."
Hudson, a conservative think
tank, released a report Tuesday
based on a two-and-a-half year
study of the progress of the na-

tion's fight against AIDS and
warned a catastrophe is sweepingover America."
The study warns, "If the nation shrinks from taking responsible action now to contain the...
epidemic, it tacitly will be accepting a disaster of immense
nportions.
Unchecked, AIDS will lull
more Americans in the next decade than have died in combat in
all of the nation's wars since our
founding," the study said. "Already AIDS has claimed the
lives of as many Americans as
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dated. Maybe the word got out that this was a good place to be. There
is a lot of traffic that has to go through the neighborhood from the
western suburbs to get downtown.
"So there was the professional prostitute, but I think we also saw
the neighborhood girl with a crack problem. And it was all hours of
the day. Sunday morning was a big time."
She and other neighborhood residents sought help, but police
lacked manpower to make a substantial number of solicitation
cases.
So Ann Marie Wieland, a social worker who runs a court watch
program in the neighborhood, organized a "John patrol." Neighborhood residents volunteered to watch for suspect cars and fill out a
form when a known prostitute was seen entering a car.
"You have a choice, do nothing or come up with a creative solution," Wieland said.
Incident forms have space for the license number of suspect vehicles. The Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles — for a fee — supplies the
name and address of the person the car is registered to.
Postcards are then mailed to the registrant. Each postcard's message states it is a "Public Health Alert" and warns that an occupant
in the described vehicle "was observed transacting with a known
prostitute." The message concludes: "Some prostitutes in this area
are known AIDS carriers. We suggest for purposes of good health
that the car occupant consider a blood test.'
Wieland said some residents were told by streetwalkers that many
carry a virus that is preliminary to acquired immune deficiency
syndrome, a usually fatal disease that may be sexually transmitted.
The "John patrol" was the subject of a front page story in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer in August.
Wieland, in a recent interview, declined to say how many postcards were sent out, but estimated it could be as high as 70, based on
the number of valid witness forms she has receivea
She said she has not heard of any protest from anyone who got one
of the cards.

Small Cheese Pizza
ONLY
$ 1.99
(inside only)
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did the Vietnam War.''
The Centers for Disease Control reports AIDS has been diagnosed in more than 100,000
Americans and almost 60,000
have died. These numbers do not
include Americans who are only
infected with the AIDS virus and
not experiencing symptoms that
would classify the case as AIDS.
The Hudson study estimates are
based on all people who are infected with human immuniodeficiency virus, or HIV, which
causes AIDS.
William Johnston, co-author
of the study and vice president
of Hudson, said the report studied three possible scenarios and

drew up mathematical models
to project possible consequences.
In the worst case, the report
said there would be some 1.4
million new HIV infections annually in the United States.
This worst case, Johnston
said, assumes no vaccine is developed and there are no major
changes in current social-sexual
behavior.
Even with the best case, which
Johnston said would include a
vaccine by the middle of the
1990s and "remarkable behavioral changes throughout society."

Quake

D Continued from page 6.
"I freaked," Perez said Tuesday night.." I ran downstairs
and tried to get a hold of her."
Perez had no luck calling her
sister, and she said the news reports did not relieve her worries
because she does not know San
Fransisco very well.
"They keep naming off all of
these places," she said, "and

her address is just 'San Fransisco'tome."
At about 12:30 a.m. Wednesday, Perez had finally received
word, from her sister's roommate. Perez did not know about
injuries or damages, "but nobody's in the hospital or dead," she
said.
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BG soccer team Quake brings jolt of reality
extends streak World Series appears less important after disaster
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

by Mark Huntebrtnker
assistant sports editor

Commentary

COLUMBUS —Despite an array of detrimental elements the
soccer team defeated Ohio State 1-0 last night to extend its
winning streak to six matches.
Falcon forward Bob Boyle tallied the Falcons lone goal at
66:90 into the match after his initial shot was blocked by Buckeye goalkeeper Chad Planner. Boyle recovered the rebound
behind Planner and netted BG's game winnner.
Midfielder Chris Iantoni assisted on the goal, originating the
play with a crossing pass to Boyle.
Field conditions in the artifically surfaced Ohio Stadium —
which is prohibited by the Big Ten from using chalk or paint to
line the field — were less than ideal, Falcon head coach Gary
Palmisano said.
"When you come to Ohio State and play on the Astro Turf it's
a matter of survival," he said. "The surface is not conducive to
good soccer.
"When you come in here, you make the sign of the cross and
hope the Lord is on your side and you can knock one in. I guess
He was on our side tonight."
Palmisano said the overall team speed, one of BG's
strengths was ineffective because of the surface.
"You can't use it (speed) on Astro Turf," he said. "When you
try to play the ball to a spot like we do, you can't because the
ball runs.
Palmisano added that play on the field without markings was
like the basketball team playing in Anderason Arena without
lines on the floor.
OSU head coach Gary Avedikian said his Buckeyes provided
more of an obstacle than the artificial grass.
"BG has much more experience and a better record, but we
outplayed them," he said. "Tonight we were better than they
were.
Another intangible which kept the score low was the weather. Game time temperature was 45 degrees with a BG like 20
niph wind out of the north.
Consequently, both teams found it difficult to control the ball
and move it successfully up the field.

A capacity crowd gathered in
San Francisco's Candlestick
Park Tuesday evening to welcome the World Series back to
their city.
After all, not since 1982 have
they had a chance to view this
spectacle in their own backyard.
Of greatest concern to these
people was not how they would
make up the work pushed aside
to get to this late afternoon
contest, but to root their Giants
to victory.
The work could wait until
Wednesday. A win Tuesday
night would put their beloved
team right back in the thick of
things in the 1989 World Series.
In one dugout, Giants' manager Roger Craig, whose team
trails the Oakland Athletics two
games to none in the series, was
wondering if his team could stop
theA's.
In the other, Oakland manager Tony LaRussa knew a victory Tuesday would virtually

put a lock on the bragging rights
of not only the bay, but the entire
world.
It all seemed so invincible.
But with a simple act of coincidental nature, things were put
into perspective. As fast as Jose
Canseco can bit a 500-foot home
run, or Rickey Henderson can
steal second and third base, and
Suicker than Kevin Mitchell and
'ill Clark can start a Giants'
rally, everybody's focus had
changed.
The people on hand weren't
concerned about this spectacle
anymore. They were happy
tomorrow was going to exist and
they could finish their work they
brushed away in the afternoon.
Craig wasn't worried about
stopping the A's and LaRussa
didn't care about winning the
game.
Canseco and Henderson didn't
mind that they was upstaged —
they were just happy to be alive.
Mitchell and Clark weren't in
the middle of a rally, they were
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CINCINNATI (AP) — Former
New York Yankees manager
Dallas Green says he has been
offered the job as Cincinnati
Reds manager. But new Reds
general manager Bob Quinn
said Wednesday no one has been
offered the position.
Green said Reds owner and
president Marge Schott offered
him the manager's job, but he is
uncertain whether he wants it.
"She offered me the job, but
I'm not ready to commit,"
Green told The Cincinnati Enquirer in an interview published
Wednesday. "I am not sure if I
can be comfortable with certain
aspects of the situation."
Green said from his home in
West Grove, Pa., that he wants
to know whether the Reds will
make the financial sacrifices
needed to acquire the players to
win. He also wants to know
whether he would be free to hire
his own coaching staff, or
whether he would have to accept
some of the Reels' current coaches.
"I think they need to go in a
little different direction if they
want to turn it around," Green
said.
Asked when he will make his
decision. Green said, "I haven't
given them a timetable."
Quinn, hired last week as the
Reds' vice president and general manager, denied Wednesday that the manager's job has
been offered to Green.
"I would think that that's totally false," Quinn told Cincinnati
radio station WSAI by telephone
from San Francisco, where
Quinn went to represent the
Reds at the World Series. "We
haven't offered the job to any
particular person as yet. I intend to talk with Dallas and have
talked with Dallas, but the job
certainly has not been offered "
Schott declined to return two
telephone calls to her Reds office Wednesday. Reds team
spokesman Jon Braude said the
ballclub had no comment on
whether the manager's job had
been offered.
Green was fired after the 1987
season as president and general
manager of the Chicago Cubs.
He was hired to manage the
Yankees last year, then fired in
August by Yankees owner
George Steinbrenner.
Green said he has unpleasant
memories of his Yankees' employment.
''When I went to New York,
everyone said, 'Dallas is a guy
who will stand up to George and
that will make a difference,'"
Green said. "Well, they were
wrong. I stood up for what I believed in, but it didn't matter...
Nobody listens. You can say
what you want and it may be
right, but the owner still has the
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hammer. They do what they
want."
The man who recommended
Green's managerial hiring to
Steinbrenner was Quinn, then
vice president and general
manager of the Yankees. Schott
hired Quinn last week as the
Reds' vice president and general manager, firing Quinn's
predecessor, Murray Cook, just
before Cook was to have left
Friday for the World Series in
Oakland, Calif., to represent the
Reds.
Quinn went to the Series in
Cook's place.
The Reds skidded to fifth
place in the National League
West with a 75-87 record in 1989
after finishing second for the
previous four seasons. It was
Cincinnati's first losing record
since finishing 70-92 in 1984.
Quinn said in interviews at the
World Series on Monday that
candidates for the Reds' managing job included Green, former
Houston manager Hal Lanier,
former Cleveland manager Doc
Edwards and interim Reds
manager Tommy Helms. Helms
took over after former baseball
Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti banned Pete Rose from
baseball for life Aug. 24 on allegations he gambled on baseball
and football games, placing bets
through bookies.
The Reds were 14-21 under
Helms in the season's closing
weeks.

was to be a triumphant time.
This 'Series by the Bay' version
of the historical World Series
appeared to have all the makings of a happy ending to a sad
year in the game.
Coming fresh on the heels of
the infamous Pete Rose scandal
and the death of Commisioner
Bart Giamatti, the game was in
the process of rebounding —just
as if always has.
But it appears the Rose scandal and the death of the commissioner wasn't a strong enough
message. Those were just jabs,
this was the knockout punch. A
blow to remind participants and
followers alike that the old
adage, "It's only a game" holds
so ever true.
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engaged in a national disaster.
No longer were the Giants and
A's the headline news of these
neighboring cities.
The main concern had turned
to the safety of families, friends,
homes and fellow citizens. What
was supposed to have been a
pinnacle in these people's lives
was now a battle for survival.
It was as if somebody, somewhere decided to sena a message. An expression to San
Francisco players and followers
things could be worse, a lot
worse. A broadcast to the A's
and Oakland faithful that winning two more games and the
World Championship isn't so
T>rtant after all.
almost seemed planned that
this debacle occured in front of a
national audience, for we also
realized things could be worse, a
lot worse.
What was to be a relaxing
evening for viewers throughout
the country and parts of the
world turned into an intense
evening of viewing a catastrophe.
For the game of baseball, this
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Four Falcons near marks Defense

CCHA STANDINGS
1.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

TEAM (overall)
Ohio Stale (KM)
Western Michigan (2*0)
Michigan (1-0-1)
Lake Superior (1-1-0)
Michigan State (1-1-6)
Miami (0-1-1)
Bowling Green! 1-1-0)
Ferris State (0-2-0)
Illinois-Chicago (0-2-0)

W
2
2
1
1
1
0
•
0
0

L
0
0
0

T
0
•
1
0
0
1
(

0
0

PTS
4
4
3
2
2
1
•
0
0

Passing, receiving and kicking records to fall
by Andy Woodard
sports writer

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
at
at
at
FRIDAY

Miami
Michigan
Michigan-Dearborn

Lake Superior
Lake Superior
Western Michigan

Bowling Green
Ferris State

at
at
SATURDAY

Ohio State
Michigan State

Ohio State
Michigan State

at
at

Bowling Green
Ferris
rris £State

MAC FOOTBALL STANDINGS
T

TEAM (overall)
1. Eastern Michigan (5-1-1)
2. Ball State 13-2-1)
Bowling Green (34)
CentralMichigan (3-3)
5. Toledo (2-4)
6. Western Michigan (3-3)
7. Miami «W-1)
8. Ohio (04-1)
9. Kent State (0-7)

s
0
0
0

1
1
1
SATURDAY
at
at
at
at
at

Bowling Green
Western Michigan
Kent State
Miami
Youngstown State

Eastern Michigan
Ball State
Ohio
Toledo
Central Michigan

Large 2 Item Pizza

The 1989 season was supposed to be anything but
a record-breaking year for Bowling Green.
Entering the seventh week, though, several Falcons — namely quarterback Rich Dackin, wide
receivers Reggie Thornton and Ron Heard and
place kicker Jason Zeller — have a chance to etch
their names in the school and Mid-American Conference record books.
Dackin suffered through a horrible 1988 year,
throwing nine interceptions and no touchdowns before breaking his right (throwing) wrist in the fifth
game at Western Michigan.
This season, the senior has passed for 1,464
yards and nine touchdowns, both tops in the MAC.
With his 303 yards against Toledo Saturday,
Dackin now ranks fourth on the MAC's career
passing list. Dackin could move into third place
with 281 yards Saturday at Eastern Michigan.
That would move him past former Falcon Mark
Miller.
Head coach Moe Ankney said he expected
Dackin to bounce back this year.
"Rich hasn't really surprised me. He's surprised
a lot of other people who didn't think he could do
it." Ankney said after Saturday's 27-23 victory. "I
always knew he was a good quarterback. You look
at his record and he's been a winner."
Indeed, Dackin's numbers have been good.
However, passing-wise, he won't achieve the status of Brian McClure (1982-85), the greatest quarterback in BG history.
At his current pace of 280 yards a game, Dackin
will finish the season 145 yards short of 3,000. That
would give him about 7,000 career yards — he
would need another 3,280 to catch McClure.
In second place is former Toledo quarterback

only at

MARK'S PIZZA

1. A student can pick up
his/her general admission
ticket beginning Monday at 9
a.m. in the Memorial Hall ticket
office during the week of a home
game.

| EXPIRES 11 14 89 ■

2. A student must have
his/her BG I.D. to pick up a

FACULTY PLEDGES SI JPPORT
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL AVI BARENESS WEEK:
M.A.S.K.ing THE SPIRITS: M, U<ING ALTEF NATIVE SPIRITS KNOWN
THE FOLLOWING FACULTY HAVE PLEDGED TC ) DEDICATE A PORTION
OF THEIR CLASS TIME TO SPONSOR A DISC :USSION, ACTIVITY.
LECTURE ETC... TO AN ISSUE RELATED TO /* .LCOHOL USE/ABUSE.
THANK YOU FACULTY FOR YOUR TIME. E^ JERGY AND IDEAS!!
Nam*
Ruth Wilson
Jane M. Woods
Thomas G. Evans
Dr. Ellen Williams
Arthur S. Brecher
Dr. George Clemans
Robert Midden
Jean Smith
Gerald Saddlemire
Dr. John Scott
Dr. Kathleen Campbell
Larry Mershman
Harry Tyson Jr.
Darrel Vemey
Jan Jurs
Coni Martin
A. John White
Julie Longlelder
Terry Parsons
Marge Miller
Beverly H. Amend
Eddie Parish
Scott Regan
Therese Hoffman
Kenneth M. Rothrock
Judy Kiser
Connie Schendel
Justine Magsig
Michael Pesliokis
Walter Baker
Wallace DePue
Rex Eikum

Course 1
Sp. Ed.
ART
ACCT & MIS
Rehab.
Chem

Comm. Disorders
CSP
ETHN
BA/HDF
HED

HPER
AMID
HOEC
Theatre
Soc.
SW
ENVS
Pop Cult
Music

by Andy Woodard
sports writer

Bowling Green's defense will
never be confused with the
Pittsburgh Steelers' "Steel Curtain" of the 1970s.
Even on the Mid-American
Conference level, the 1989 Falcon "D" will never be as good as
the 1973-75 Miami Redskins,
which held opponents to 298
points over the three years on
the way to three MAC titles.
But tor this season, the BG defense just might be good enough
to help claim one MAC championship.
"They've just been playing so well that no one
has been able to stop them."
With each week, head coach
Moe Ankney has seen some type
After a Dackin touchdown pass this season, or of improvement from this unit.
"Early in the season, we werany time within the last four years for that matter,
en't stopping anybody," said
the extra point has been a sure thing.
Ankney, his team 3-1 and in secZeller has made all 56 of his career PATs since ond place in the MAC. "Now
taking over for Paul Silvi midway through the 1986 we've been able to stop people
and make them punt. The deseason. The Falcons would need to score 15 more
touchdowns for Zeller to have a shot to tie BG re- fense is getting better against
the run. That's where the Imcord-holder John Spengler (1978-flO), who has 71.
provement has come."
However, all the defense could
The senior also has 35 career field goals — second on BG's all-time list. Zeller needs another nine do was improve after the first
field goals to surpass Gehad Youssef (1981-84) for Jame. East Carolina rushed for
)1 yards in a 41-8 romp.
first place.
Since then, Ball State had 171
He s made eight-of-13 this season.
yards on the ground, Central
Michigan 220, Akron 227, Ohio
University 212 and Toledo 137.
The Rockets' total is most important. The Rockets have had
one of the better rushing attacks
the conference in recent
ticket — only one per student is completely passed out or 5 in
p.m. Friday (whichever comes years. Last year against BG,
will be distributed.
Toledo
had 232 yards on the
first).
ground.
3. No more than half the stuSo how are the Falcons shordent allotment will be distrib6. If general admission tickets ing up their Swiss cheese deuted Monday.
remain at 5 p.m. Friday, they fense?
will be sold at the BG Ice Arena
"There's been a lot of imticket office prior to the game.
Sirovement on the defensive
4. The remaining one-half will
ront," Ankney said.
be distributed Tuesday begin7. Any student that has not
He said tackles Derrick Carr
ning at 9 a.m. at the ticket office. Sicked up his/her ticket during
and Steve Wilbourne have imle week will have to pay for a Sroved along the front. Due to
5. The distribution of tickets
Seneral admission ticket at the (juries, the nose guard spot has
will continue until the allotment
ce Arena.
been filled by Steve Ross, the
current starter, Mark Ross and
8. Students must show their
Rottinghaus. Paul Harris
American Heart student I.D.'s along with their Jeff
has seen considerable action,
ticket
at
the
gate
on
game
too.
Association
nights.
"In the last few games, they'«
ve really come on," Ankney
said.
"But the defense is not where
we want it yet. We're getting
better every down, every
Same," he said Saturday. "The
efense is starting to come of
age. We're starting to have a defense we can be proud of."
Introductory Lesson - $30.00
This week, the defense is
ranked eighth overall (ninth
(Airplane & Instructor Incl.)
against the run and third against
the pass) in the MAC.
Yet, BG has made the big
1255 E. Poe Rd., Wood Co. Airport
352-0826
plays in the final minutes of
several games this season.
Three weeks ago against Central Michigan, the Falcons
trailed 20-17 midway through the
fourth quarter and the Chippweas were driving for a touchdown to put the game out of
reach.
*

BG hockey ticket info
For Bowling Green students,
the following is the policy for
picking up tickets for hockey
games this season.

'5.95

Gene Swick (1973-75) with 7,267 yards. Dackin will
need a couple 300-yard game to catch him.
But with the likes of Thornton and Heard to
throw to, anything is possible.
Heard, a senior, has 2,141 yards receiving on 118
catches. He is 127 yards shy of second place in both
BG and MAC history — former Falcon receiver
Jeff Groth (1975-78) has 2,268 yards. Stan Hunter
(1982-85) is the all-time yards leader in the BG and
MAC record books with 2,679.
Thornton needs just 72 yards to achieve 2,000.
When he does, he and Heard will become the first
duo in MAC history to reach 2,000 yards during the
same four-year period.
This year, they've accounted for 908 yards and
four touchdowns.
"Those two guys going into the season had so
much ballyhoo aboutnow good they are that sometimes it's tough to live up to," Ankney said Saturday. "But darn if those guys aren't better than
what everybody said they were.

improving
weekly

Court* #
Music

Nam*
Herbert Spencer
Richard James
PEP
Sue Gavron
Math
Karen Summerson
Journ
Robert Byter
Kathleen Lewton
Bill Bommer
Mgmt
MKT
Maria Rittman
Martha Rogers
ECON 304
U.N. Krishnan
EDFI 408
Adelia Peters
EDFI
Ron Partin
EDFE
Jane Wolfe
ENG
John O'Connor
Lori Lindeman - McMillan
Shirley Ostler
Xuewei Wu
SMD
Beverly Zanger
Dolores A. Black
Jacquelyn Cuneen
HED
Carrol Durentini
EDCI
Kay Hartman
Sylvia Huntley
Teresa Milne
EDSE
Majsterek
Dr. Joe Fredrick
Carrol Burnworth
French 4 Spanisl i
Nita Torrence
PEG
Kim McKeon
Physics S Astron omy
John B. Laird
Office of Field Ei cperience Peggy Ishlur
BUSE
Inge Klopping

X

Flight
Instructions

Airborne Aviation, Inc.

□

SOME OTHER PLACE
%,

\Q

established 1971
Bowling Green's
Original
PARTY BAR
IS
BACK
18 and Over
176 E. Wooster
353-0100
(formerly Cassidy's)

But the Falcons forced a fumble and Mark Ross recovered at
his own 15. That set up BG's
winning touchdown drive.
Last weekend against Toledo,
the Rockets faced a third-andone at their own 44. But inside
linebacker Charles Dotson
dropped Rocket quarterback
Mark Melfi for a one-yard loss.
After the Toledo punt, the Falcons drove for the winning
touchdown.
"We're all feeling better about
the defense," Carr said Saturday. "We're all putting forth a
greater effort now and playing
as one unit, as a team. We just
have to keep getting better."

Sweetest Day Saturday October 21
Roses - Carnations
Single or Dozen
Variety of Floral
Arrangements Made
Especially for Your

Sweetheart by Our
Floral Designers.
&

Order Early!
FTD
Teleflora

12 Quality Long Stem Roses

Boxed Baby Breath Baker Fern
Information on Care of Roses and
Our 48 Hour Guarantee
All for Only $20.00
Delivery Available $1.50

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
At the end of S. College
906 Napoleon Rd.

353-8381

Large Selection of
Plush Bears and
Other Animals
Greeting Cards
Largest Selection of »J?
Foliage in area.
Come see our
Atrium Greenhouse

^%i

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•OS.E.A •
H.lioween
MajDwecn Costume
Halloween Costume Contest
Ocl 25th WM . at 1:00 115 ED
What do YOUhave lo loee?
(Prize* awarded & refreshments)
A.M.*. Athrenlslng Committees
5:J0 Thursday Oct 11
Room 100 B.A.
Attention O.S.E A Members
Stan thinking about your costumes tor the October 25th meeting Our Halloween Costume
contest win be a blast'
ATTENTION: R.T.N.D.A. Members
MEETING MONDAY OCT. 23 6:30pm 121
WEST
AFTER THE MEETING, WE WILL BE HAVIN0
A BROADCAST NEWS SPEAKER AT 7:00pm.

Presentation on "ENDANGERED TURTLES"
by GregOerwm
■Thursday Oct. 197.45pm 121 west HaH
Co-sponsored by El G . Center lor Environmental programs and Beta. Beta, Beta.

BE ACAMPUS SISTER
Applications available in 405 Student Services
Deadline is Oct 20
BE A CAMPUS SISTER
Caribbean Association's Annual Hsrsmbse
Unity Crucial Roots REQQAE Party with the
ARK Band from Columbus is on Sat Oct 21 at
0pm In the N E Commons (Peace and love.)
Community Opanahare
Friday, Ocl 13. Oct 27. Nov 10. Dec 1
8:30 pm ■• Tl UCF Center (Comer ol Thurahn
and Ridge) Sponsors GSS & Bill Thompson
Ethnic Studies Association
Meeting are held every Monday at 9 00 PM In
201 Education everyone is welcome.
GRADUATING SENIORS
INTERESTED IN
WORKING WITH THE POOR FOR ONE YEAR •
For more information L V C Representative wil
be at UCF Center. Comer of Thurstm and
Ridge. Thursday at 8P.M.

GSS Mini Conference. Human Rights - Unions.
Day Care. Hearth Care. Student's Rights Sunday Oct 22, 8 30-9 00 UCF Center (Thursttn
3 Ridge)
GSS Newsletter #2 - Human Rights
Deadline tor submissions is October 23 Articles, poetry, comics, music, etc are welcome
Submissions should be dropped off at the OSS
Office on the 3rrj lloor ol McFall Center
GSS sponsored Reggae Dance
October 28 8PM
Grand Ballroom
S2/person
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER 16. 1989 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 1. 1989
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONING 372-2851 IF YOUR OROER
IS PHONED IN, YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE
improve your leadership stalls, attend SOLD
Leadership Development Workshops Four
different top*cs Includina: Serf-Esteem A Motivation, Getting involved. Study Skits, and
Stress Management. Sign up In 405 Student
Services For more information cal 372-2843
Join the "I'm Driving Club"
October 16th • 18th, 20th 9 3Oam-4*00pm
in the Education Building lobby and
October 19th 9:30am-4 00pm in the Union
Foyer Any Oueatlona. can 372-3709 Sponsor edbyPhiMu
Jour 300 applications lor Spring 1990 accepted 10/18-11.3 89 In Jour office 319 West
haH Apply early1
L.A.Q.A.
There win be a meeting of the Lesbian And
AGay afcance Thursday, October 19 at
8 30p m The meeting is free and open to al,
and It wB be held m the basement of the United
Christian Fellowship Center. Call the new LEsbian and Gay Information Line at 352-LAGA
From 7-10 pm. on Mondaya. Wednesdays,
and Fridays for more information

• GAMMA PHI BETA '

• CONGRATULATIONS *
You Deft Queen " Kety Hathaway on your levaIterkig to ERic Roush LOVE. MOLLY a MARIA
' GAMMA PHI BETA '
U' Missy Stocker
I love my M* more than words can say
I love her more and more each day.
Through friendship and sisterhood,
Tears and laughter.
Together as big and little.
We w* live happay ever after
Love your Big???

"OPENING NEW DOORS TO OUR FUTURE"
O.S.E.A. Seminar '89
November 11,1989
Applications outside 410 Education
Due November 3.1989
O.S.E A Seminar'89

LOST & FOUND
LOST
2 Plastic contamera containing 3 1/2"
Computer thscs
One grey and one beige
VERY IMPORTANT
Please cat Mike at
372-8088 or 354-6443

LOST gold sculptured band m the vicinity of
BA BUg or University HaH Please cell
352-0703

Lost: One Blue Jean Jacket
30 designer tables on
the outside Womens Large
If found eel 3725417 REWARD

• GAMMA PHI BETA "
Little Susan Riley
Big- Lime Hunt la here It's true,
by the end ol the week you won't be blue.
Once we're together you wil see.
Whet a great t»g and tittle pair
wewNbe
Love your Big??
• Gamma Phi Beta * Gemma Phi Beta *
Lir Alia
I hope this week has proved to be.
great fun tor you. It waa tor me
I can no t wait until you wtl see
what an awesome BIG and LITTLE
paw we wN bet1
YOUR BIG LOVES YOU It
* QAMMAPHI BETA
Lit BETH KNACKSTEOT
I'm your big can you guess who. I'm excited
how 'bout you?Love. Your Big??
• Jackie Stoker "
Big a little, large A smal
You're the best little of them al

rrt

SERVICES OFFERED

• LITTLE MARY HASLINGER *
Big/Little week has begun
I hope you're having lots of fun
If only you knew.
how happy you're going to be.
Being part ot ourGAMMA PHI family
Very soon you wil find out
Just what your big is al about!
Love,
Your Big

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7 769
AM your typing needa.
Prompt and profeeslonal
Call Clara. 152-4017.
LASERPRINT.WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. Reports. Thesis. Resumes s
S1.25/PAGE CALL 353-5170

* Pi Beta Phi ■
UT Louise Quigley
HII I'm your big Aren't you psyched? I thought
Sol Wei, I ami We wil rule cuz we're cool
Love, Your Awesome Big

Someone cares about you and
your pregnancy concerns at
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
Cal 354-HOPE
For into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services
Typing
S1 36 per pege
354-0371
Typing done on a word processor 20 yrs experience typing books, theses, disertationa.
Cal 353-1602

PERSONALS

UPTOWN HALLOWEEN BLAST
TUESDAY OCTOBER 31 ST
(SO FIRST PRIZE COSTUME CONTEST
1ST 200 GET FREE T-SHIRT

• AMY STRIMPLE

P A.R T Y (Promoting Awareness a Responsibility Towards Yourself)
if your Wend wenl out every nite and ate a six
pack of Green Beans. COuM you la* to
rum/ her about it?
PART Y (Promoting Awareness & Responsib*iity Towards Youreff)
H your fnend went our every nite and ate a six
pack of Green Beans. Could you talk to him her
about it?
PETE IS DEAD
PETE IS DEAD
PETE IS DEAD
PI Beta Phi
UttleDanaH
Get ready for a great year
Nice Rear
Get It in Gear
Have no fear
Stay Here
(I had to rhyme)
Pi Phi Love. Your Big

• AOTT • Natalie Cadman : AOTT •
I can't wart to start tamuily traditions with you!
Do you know who I am yet?' AOTT • I love my
little Slater! ■ AOTT •

PI BETA PHI
LIL' TOMMY WEEKS
Thursday nite you't find out.
Whet bigs & littles are al about,
So get excited A don't be late,
It's you A me little. It must be late
Love • Your big

I POQUQPS special.
■ George's special. Taco Sub.
■ German Delight. Vegetarian.
\ Monty. Hawaiian Punch.
■Regular. Pizza. Turkey

PRIDE

X Mug
To your door or in the store

In Your Work

le*__M_j.- Fitted I* ■» collector's
"~IOS. pO»li'
you' bi'.t i

gFOQBOJ t

,
,
tor only

■ FREE DELIVERY DAILY , ■

372 7418

MrjG

■ 945 South Main

■ F.C.HAN
UmGrOpNcS

PI BETA PHI-PI BETA PHI-PI BETA PHI
LIL KELLY REVILL
I KNOW SOMETHING YOU DON I KNOW!!
HA-HA
OET EXCITED FOR A GREAT YEARI
PI PHI LOVE,
YOUR MO
PI BETA PHI • PI BETA PHI ■ PI BETA PHI
Pi Beta Phi Littles
Get exerted for Big Hunt We can't wart to reveal
ourserveatoyoullLove. Your excited Bigs
PI BETA PHI LITTLES
PI BETA PHI " USA MUELLER •• PI BETA
PHI
Our Big and Little friendship is
bound by the wine and blue
Special times and Iota of fun are
al ahead tor you!
So get excited for the hunt on
Thursday night.
Cause we're a team that's
OUT OF SIGHT!
• • • LOVE YOUR BIG SIS" • * •
PI BETA PHI RULES!
Pi Beta Phi BETHANY Pi Beta Phi
GET PSYCHED
YOUR BIG LOVES YOU
GUESS WHO?
PI Beta Phi CHRISTY FLADING PI BETA PHI
WHO AMI?
FIND OUT THURSDAY"
LOVE. YOUR BIG

,■352-7571

$

1*:£x

4.00

wtth this coupon

«** ««•» •*.

PI PHI SUE MATTHAIDESS
Atrtendahipkkeoura
la bound to be true
BEcause we're sisters for ate
Of the wine and silver blue
GET PSYCHED FOR BIG HUNTI
PI Phi Suaan McCarthy Pi Pr»
Wine and Blue. Friends are true
I love you so. dont you know
Can't wart W you find out
Who I am He Sam I am
PI Phi Love. Your Big
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU 88 1 MON-FRI8-10 PM
POWER 88
RAm II! Jam It! Cram III
Get the point?
QOODI
Let'e Stuff!
Sigma Nu Car Stuff 'St
"Ain't Nulhln Dirty Ooln'
On this Car"
SAE DO SAE DO
BRENDAN FOLEY TOM RUPPELU
JEFF DAQE CHRIS IANTONI
To the True Gentlemen ol Bowing Green, you've made it to the top ot the Social scene The
bam is the place this Saturday night. We're
roundin ya up and dom ft right So don't be kite
or you'll be square, Cuz al the beat are gonna
be there Love you DG deles
SAVE MONEY

PI Phi • Danla Webb • PI Phi
I know your SMALL but i hope your BIG
enough to find out who I amIYour AWESOME, and I'm ao •.cited your my IliiieiPi
Phi Love * Mine,
Your BIG
PI Phi •Danla Webb'PI Phi

PI Phi Andrea Captan PI PM
The time hea finely come
Big Hunt has now begun
So glad my smal la you
Slay tuned til tomorrow for another due
Clue. Your big isn't very big'
PI Phi Chriaty Crawford PI Phi
A Ul is someone who's special and dear, our
friendship Is true and crystal dear I'm so gald
you are part of my 'amity tree, no big la prouder
or happier than me (?|Your big krvs you atot(?)
PfPHIJENIGUMPF
A little ike you
Surely makes me beam
Beacauae me and Gump!
Make such a Team!
I LOVE MY UTTLE!
PI PHI JUSTINE C
Get excited lor Big Hunt
I can't wait to teach you some realy terrific PI
PmSonga Love,
Your Big
Pi Phi Lil Shannon Monter Pi Phi
As the week goes on you ■ get more clues.
and maybe then you'l have a better view,
who you're big Is and what she's Ike.
Maybe you already know. Paychf
Can't wait to get my first little1 From?
Pi Ph. Ul Ok* Huston PI Phi
Oh Little ol mine
Get ready lor an awesome time
I'd love to write you a cod poem
but I don't know how to rhyme, (or od I?)
See you tomorrow love your Big
PI Phi LI' PAM QUAIL Pi Phi
, To my little pam. me hunt has begun
Thai week wil be exciting and loaded with fun,
I can't wart N this week comes to and end
you'l find not onty a Bkj, but ateo a friend.
Pi Phi baa Arcaro Pi Phi
Hey you awesome UTTLE- Gel exerted
becauae you're big cannot wait until
IheBtGOAYI
Trust me you wil be surprised
and we wil be the
best Big Ul combo ever
PI Phi love a mine.
?Yourblg?
Pi Phi Lisa Arcaro Pi Phi
SPIRIT OF ENERGYEXPERIENCE IT' - MASK

HOUSING
Call 372-5880
StgEp"" "BenRichard*" SigEP
(ooops. I mean PRICHARDi
Welp. here's that personal you've been waiting
forYour're neeto looking forward to a swell time at
kidnap Love, Your Date
eTtsjMNl
Tim Bruce, you are the greatest big anyone
could have' I had a auper time Thursday!
Your Uttle Angelo

•' GAMMA PHI BETA ■ •
EiaenMcNsslsy
I love my Itffla
• ' GAMMA PHI BETA ■ *
TRISHA HARTQE
Guess what Sweetie? It a getting, near It soon
wtl be quite deer. Its getting closer, ao get excited becauae you A I will finally be
urWedHGamma Ph. Love a Mine,
Your BIG
• " GAMMA PHI BETA * ■
Eileen McNeeiey
Itovemytttla

• • GAMMA PHI BETA LIL' JENNA VOOI •■
Together aa big and little we wtl be a great
cortrbtoatton.
A htendehip that wet grow even stronger In an
out ot the world fashion
Gamma Phi 8Eta has brought us together
And we wi ocntlnue our Friendhsip for now and
forever
I am getting more exerted scerydey to let
everyone know that my HUe is the beet in
every way'Love. Your Big??

'"••DAVE.MaXE.R0S"*"*
Hey you guys' We cannot watt
to have you guys aa you date
Friday night wil be a blast
Hope the night won't pass to last
Oh hear, hist one word ot advice
you guys era welcome to look nice.
But If you wears suit and He
You beet be prepared' You will dlel
And when this night finally appears
Get ready to dance and have some beers
And who knows whet wil happen next
We are sure you guys wtl try your beet
• " KATHY. TRWA. CATHERINE * *

""•" KELLY DOTSON""
HAPPY. HAPPY, HAPPY, HAPPY
BIRTHDAY I
To the best, most aweeome.terrific, auper ror>
mielHappy 20th' Love. Me
•'• KELLY DOTSON""

Get excited for this week
cause Big Li hunt ia really neat1
I'm so glad that we became frtenda,
A you wH become part ot my tanitys trend.
I know wel make a great teem
ao get PSYCHED tor this week'
Love Your Big,
• • • Pi Beta PN"" PI Beta Phi
*•• PI PN Tracy Beckett Pi Phi •*'
You art a terrific Pi Ph,
l realty cannot deny
Al of the great times wel share
We wsl make an aweeome par
But keep in mind that I -e
(and I'm good at HI)
But your Big loves you!!
Who ever I may be???
" SAE" KKG " S A£ " KKG' SAE" KKG "
Hey SAE pledge classThanks lor an awesome time carving pumpkins
and visiting wood county nursing home!!! We
krve you guys'The Kappa Pledges
•Uttle Mary Duddy-

The 1989 Fal Semester of the BGSU Student
Organization Directory is now available In the office ot Student Activities and Orientation. Room
405. Student Services Bldg

Get Psyched for Btg Hunt!
Pi Phi's are going to heve the
beatG P A onCamupa
-Your Big can't wait lor
Big Hunt

The ARK Band from Columbus plays at the Cartjbean Association's Annual Harambee Unity
Crucial Roots REGOAE party. Sat Oct 21 at 9
pm IntheN E Commona. (Onelove)
This SaturdayAlcohol Awareness week ends with a bang at
DRY DOCK Our DJa wtl rock you from
9pm-1am. and you can take part In our trivia
contest with e chance to win greet prizes! Located In Harshman Quad No cover, no ID

18 and over Dance Party
Tonight at Stammers
Under 21 $2 00 cove.
21 A Ever ahvaya free.

To the awesome men in the white stwt and
blue aborts at Son Rock Cafe Saturday Night.
you never said heeo! From the blond who was si
teal and black sitting in the front row Csn we
ever meet?
TODAY'S SPIRIT IS ENERGYEXPERIENCE ITI - MASK
Trinity United Methodist Church
RUMMAGE SALE - 200 N Summit St
Oct 21. 23. 24, 25. 28, 27th. 9-5 first 5
dsys. 9-1 onlasldayl27th|
Z PHI B LISA SMITH Z PHI B
HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY
BELATED BELATED BELATED BELATED
BIRTHDAY BIRTHDAY BIRTHDAY BIRTHDAY
Last,
Sorry ttaa birthday mesaage ia a day or two late.
I fust wanted to wish you Happy birthday again
anyway! Love ya mom, SheU P S OOPS, the
real of HOSE love you also, and wtth you a
happy birthday loo PS S OOPS, let ua not
forget the crowning of Queen. Congrats P S S S OOPS, let us also not forget
the HAPPY HAPPY OCCASSION from the
stompdown Wel be over to aee the Video tap*
ol Thewtnnmg show.ZETA PHI BETA ZETA
PHI BETA

I

*•• PI Beta Phi *"■ Pt Beta Phi"""
MUGUET WAPREN

SIGMA NU CAR STUFF 'M
SIGMA NU CAR STUFF'S*
SIGMA NU CAR STUFF '!■

SWEATSHfRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING

11

• ' QAMMA PHI • QAMMA PM) ••
QRANDLIL' Wendy McMlaSon,
Welcome to our Farnttyfl I am very excited to
find out who I am and who your BIO* ?l?
Gamma Ph. Lova and mine.
You QranrjbtgT?

SIGMA NU ALPHA XI DELTA SIGMA NU
Get psyched for Car stuff tomorrow at SLove
your coaches Steve. Scott A Tim
SIO MA NU ALPHA XI DELTA SIGMA NU

SILK,
Hay datre did you have a good time?
Maybe we cand o it again sometime • oh wait "I
can t "'Your date

October 19,19«»

• * GAMMA PH. BETA CANOI DILLON ■ ■
ABCDEFG Candl Dttton is my KM to be
HUKLMNOP Who am t? I gueee you . aae.
QRSTUVWXYZ Now you know your ABC's
But you stfl don't know your Btg to be1

PI Phi Stephanie Peteraon
You better be psyched for Thursday night because I have a surprise for you!
Lots ol love.
Your Future Big

on

A.M.A. Advertising Committee
5:30 Thursday, Oct. II
RoomtOOBA

Adoption Happey married couple off 4 yra. We
promtae your child a loving home and financial
security Devoted stay at home mom. caring
dad and one big aleter Al medical a Legal expeneea paid Cal collect H19| 822 9288
AJnt Sturfin'
II you
You Ain't Nulhln'
Sigma Nu Car Stuff 'SI
Oct 20014 30
(Conkan Volleyball Courts)

ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT
Which fraternity Soforlty pairing wil come out
on top? Find out TONIGHT at 11 30pm Intramural Fields
Alpha Omioron PI
Qayte WcholHave a greet weekend!
Happy Sweetest Day'
Love, your Aunt Stela1

Desktop
Publishing

We Take

211 West Hall

PI BETA PHI La" Amgeta PI BETA PHI
Al week long I've been leading you astray But
you have survived It al the way For your final
clue. I wil say. that It won't be easy to rind your
way The hunt n today and what a game we wN
play, tor a greet big and little we wil portray .
But If you think you know who I am, remember
its only hear say PI BETA PHI LOVE.
Your Big

Pt PHI • STEPHANIE LEONARD " PI PHI
HEY UL' GET PSYCHED FOR BruVUL HUNT I
KNOW WE'LL BE A GREAT TEAM I LOVE MY
LITTLE-WELCOME TO THE FAMILY LOVE,
YOU BIG?

PARTY (Promoting Awareness A Responslbefty Towards Yourself)
How many six Packs ol Green Beans Does it
take to make you weekend tun

YOUR B!Q LOVES YOU'
• GAMMA PHI BETA"

«-t<

PI Phi UTTLES
Roses are red . Vioerta are Blue
You don't know ua. But we aura know you!!
Get excited'1
Love. You PI Phi Bigs

• ' GAMMA PHI BETA " '
EHeen McNeeiey
I love my Htle

| You choose the Sob ■ We'll fill the MINJ

brochurot. I090.

PI BETA PHI
LOW FRANKLIN
YOU'RE MY UTTLE AND I CAN'T WAIT
I'LL MEET YOU AT THE PI PHI HOUSE
THURSDAY NI0HT SOMETIME AFTER
EKJHTI
I LOVE MY LILI

PI Phi • Little Jenny Peyne ■ PI Phi
Get excited lor Big hunt because then you wel
know who I amli You are an awesome little1 We
are going lo have a lot of tuniLove. Your Big

P.A.B.T.Y (Promoting Awareness & Responsibility Towards Yourself)
How many six packs of Green Beans does it
take to make you weekend tun?

I love my Mbe ao,
I can't wait to let you know.
How wonderful it wi be,
Big and Little • you and me!
You are wonderful and so sweet,
I cannot wart until we meet!

y

PI PHI UTTLE LAURA GRAY PI PHI
The Big Hunt la atmoet here-then
you wi know my true identity
You're the beet and I'm ao
excited to be your btg!
We're going lo neve a Blast this year1
Pi Phi love a mine.
Your BIG
PI Phi PI Phi

•Pt BETA PHI"
Lil" Amy Franz
I love my red hot little"
Love. Your big

PI Beta PM
UT Tracy Wortey
I knew from the start
that you'd be the one
Aa Big A UWe wel be number one
The time wil soon come
that you'll find out
What Big A Little Is al about.
Get excited for BIG HUNT!
Love, Your Anxious Big!???

■VIUIIIVH

PI BET* PHI
LITHE MAUREEN CUNNINGHAM
My little is the mosl
The Best you II rind from coast to coeet
We sre too cool
The OKj.lrme team we do rule
Set excited for MO HUNT!
Your Big loves YOU!

Get psyched for big/little hunt'

A TO 2 DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs, UPS. Federal Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies

Need a little eicltement? We have HI
A.M.A. Haunted House
OcL 20* 21 From 7-11 pm
Friday-Disc Jockey from 930 Adm. .03
Saturday-Adm. S2-50
At the wood Co. Falrgrounda Annex
See you there!

My Rite «the best
BEfter than al the rest'
I hope MO HUNT has been fun,
You are realty almost done.
Pretty soon you wil see.
BEST BIG and Ktte we wtl be

"Moonshine" Fun el the Rec
waiiybeil and a PlnafPool party
9-10 pm Thursday Oct 1 •
Free to aH-Sponeored by P.A.R.T.Y.

ATTENTION: ANYONE INTERESTED IN
LEARNING MORE ABOUT RADIO AND T.V.
BROADCASTING AND PRODUCTION,
PLEASE ATTEND THE R.T.N.D.A. MEETING.
MONDAY OCT. 23 3:30 PM 121 WEST
ATTN. PSI CHIIUPA
Happy Hra Tonight At UPTOWN
Meet st Psych Lobby at 7:001

* CATHY EBERLE ■

NOTICEI ELE. ED METHODS PRE
REGISTRATION MEETING! Al students who
eppasd for Spring. 1990 Ekv Ed Methods
course* (EDO 351, 352, 353. 355, 3SB) are
expected to attend the meeting. TUESDAY.
OCTOBER 24. 4 00-5 30. 116 Ed BUg BE
THERE!

■ON.wi

kinko's
the copy center
Open 7 Days
354-3977
113 Railroad

PUBLIC NOTICE
'The Nazarene Montessort School,
Inc.. located at 1291 Conneaut Ave..
Bowling Green. Ohio, has requested

Alpha Ph. • Aloha Ph, • Alone Ph.
thanks lor beog such greet partners *\ Nehonai
Coeagieto Alcohol Awareness Week1
Alpha SM • Alpha Sig* Alpha Slg

from the Ohio Department of Education a Charter.
Any persons having knowledge of ra
cial discriminatory practices tn the recruitment of students, admissions, employment, scholarships / loans / fee
waivers, educational programs, or athletics / exfiacurricular activities should
contact the Division of Equal Educational Opportunities, 65 South Front
Street. Room 416. Columbus. Ohio
43266 0308 Telephone number •
(614) 466-3318.
All complaints made will be Investi-

Angie Gabriel
Gel excited tor Thursday night: Big hunt awaits

you.
AOTT • BETA ■ AOTT • BETA
The pledge sisters of Alpha Omicron PI would
*e to thank the brothers ol Bets Theta Pi tor invttmg u sto the etiquette seminar last week We
hedagreettlmelll
AOTT • LOM HANNA • AOTT

I

I LOVE MY LITTLE!
CANT WATT UNTIL FRIDAY!
AOTT • AOTT • AOTT* AOTT

gated prior to the Issuance of a
Charter to said school."

continued on p. 12 I
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DIMERS ARE BACK
7-0pm TONIGHT
AT SUMMERS

AOTT AOTT Gayle Ntchol AOTT AOTT
I hop* you re confused
and haven I a clueGet excited for tomorrow
cauee your Big lovee you'

Or. Suaaa
I LOVE rouii
Mrs Suaaa
Only 2 more days'

AOTT KRIS WAYMAN AOTT
To my KHe KrUI hop* your* m excited nun1 can! wait M
tomorrow'Alpha Lova. Your Big

DRY DOCK * DRY DOCK
Dry DOCK meetings are head every Sunday night
at 9pm rn 203 Education Interested in DJng.
advertising, promoting or programming nights at
Dry Dock? Or do you luat want to have fun and
meat new frfenda? We'd love to see you mere'
Everyone welcome1

AOTT XX LARA LEE XX AOTT
Oat payched tor tomorrow'
Alpha Lova- Your Big B!

Every Mon-Frl 8-10 PM
WBOU M.1 FM
The best in R » B, Rap and Dance Music
In Northwest Ohio
POWER M

AOTT '■' STACY TURBAK AOTT
That spec* day la coming vary faat. I realty
want to make it last So get exerted cause soon
you'l be. my new 'IT sister on our family
tree Love you Big Sia

EXPERIENCE THE SPIRIT
M.A.S.K.

Attention Accounting Ma|ors. Numerous
Toledo. Cleveland, and Dayton area companlee are rooking for sophomores and Juniors for Spring co-ops. Stop by 2M Administration Building or call 372-2451.

OF

ENERGY

G PHI B G PHI B G PHI B
Ul Laura Jackson
Your Big Loves you very much!
GPHIBGPHIBGPHIB

AXO TANYA QERCAK AXO
World s Greatest Little'
BE A CAMPUS SISTER
Your Friendship could change someone s Me
Applications are available m 405 Student Services Deadline is Oct 20
BE A CAMPUS SISTER

GPhlBGPHIBGPhiB
H'Sueenne Cash
Hip Hip Hooray Hip Hip Hooree
Big and little, you and me
Shout it high. SHout Is low
in bet I've got you on the go
Your Big is anxious for the day.
When you'.. Join my family In
a special way
Love. Big????
GPhlBGPhlBGPhlB

BG vs EASTERN MICHIGAN
at Quarters Cafe on our
Big Screen Kick oil I 2 30
Saturday. 2 5 hot dogs
2-7p.m The only place in
town to catch the game

Gemma Phi Beta/FUl
Freeze Frame
Freeze Frame
Gamma Phi Beta/FUl

BURGER KINQ HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KINO HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KINO HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA

Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta
Tracy Durei.
The time has come as you have seen
to get your big. Who Is she?
I am not tefang!
Love, Your Big
Gamma PM Beta Gamma PM Beta

I'm ao excited because you two are awesome!1
But let me give you a helpful hint m case you
haven't figured It out yet- you two are twtnellPI
Phi love ana mineYour proud BfG

Gamma Phi Beta/FUl
Freeze Frame
Freeze Frame
Gamma Phi Beta/FUl

COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY. OCT 12 AT 7:30. IA110

Gamma Phi Beta/FUl
Freeze Frame
October 28th

COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY, OCT 12 AT 7:M, IA 110

COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY. OCT. I« AT 7:30. BA110

Gamma Phi Rhonda Kotnlk Gamma Phi
The Ume la here for us to cheer
lor we are Big and Ul
The hunt haa begun and so has the tun
Soon you'l solve the ridday...
Love your Big???

Congratulations Cadet ol the Month
HEATHER GREENWELL
We're so proud of you
your buddies

GAMMA PHI BETA
Ul' TRICIA NARAMORE
Rosas are red.
Violets a/a blue
I'm your Big and
l love Youi
" LOVE BIG??

Dear Sweetie Pie.
Happy ANniversary and Happy Sweeteat Day.
You Are the Sunshine of my life'love you toe
toe much
Mfce

Gernrna Phi Shaky Dorl Gamma PI*
la it Driving you nutss?
It la driving you crazy?
Does it make your mind
feel all hazy?
Look to the Future
and look to the past
the time for us
haa coma at last'
You're the beat, little'
Love, your Big

DEE — OEESMI
GET PS YCHEO FOR CAR STUFF
IMS CHAMPS
ItM CHAMPS
KM CHAMPS
till CHAMPS???

we ■nw.

Your Sigma nu coaches, Eric, todd, Deryl. A
Jim
OG • Kidnap • DO • Kidnap • DO •
Kidnap ' DG ' Kidnap ' DG ' Kidnap
' DG ' Kidnap ' DG ' Kidnap ' DG
DO ' Kidnap - DO - Kidnap ' DO
Kidnap ' DG ' Kidnap 'DG ' Kidnap
Kidnap'DO-Kidnap'DO

DO ' Kidnap * DO ' Kidnap ' DO ' Kidnap
Kidnap ' DO ' Kidnap ' DO * Kidnap ' DO
Kidnap ' DO ' Kidnap ' DO * Kidnap * DO
DO ' Kidnap ' DO ' Kidnap ' DO •
Kidnap ' DO ' Kidnap • DO • Kidnap •
Kidnap ' DO " Kidnap ' DO

DIMERS ARE BACK"!
Dimera 7-9p m. at Stammers
Come meet your friends (or
a great time

GAMMA PHI BETA
Big Rita
Your the beat Big m the Whole world1
Thanks lor being auch an awesome Inend!
I'm going to miss you next year!
Love you Httle Kris
GAMMA PHI BETA

Your were right Those ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK displays In the library are GREAT!
How do I learn more about the Wei? Their new
office is in the Rac. right? Let's go check it
outlSee ya! KAREN

HeyMkNDY!

Gemma Phi Beta
Ul Jeni Woktyla
I hope you have had
a lot of lun
But you Big Hunt
la not Done
So Keep on searching
and you will see
just who your big
Is going to be'
Love your Big

INTRAMURALS: WRESTLING OFFICIALS
NEEDED. PICK UP REFERRAL IN STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE AND APPLY IN 108
SRC BEFORE OCTOBER 30TH
Kappe Sigma t MucK-Muck Kappa Sigma
Thanx 4 a greet at Homecoming'
A Special Thanx to EOONOOtPotatoa Head)
4 making It possible to tel the dresses apart!
And remember • no one's leaving tm the bottles
gonelXXOO. Scnmitty a Jones
KELLEY SMITH
Get excited to gat
your BIG
AOTT

GAMMA PHI BETA
LILSTACEYMIUS
Are you tired ol worthless clues?
and sitting around with nothing to do?
Doyouwonder wholam
As you sit and eat a case ofSPAM?
no matter what you do • remember you big
loves you!
Love, big?

KRISTIN FROEMUNG
ENJOY YOUR WEEK
KNOW YOUR BIG LOVES
YOU!
PI PHI?

FRANCE THIS SUMMER?
Complete your language requirement
whee broadening your hortzona!
Summer Cluster in France
Information meeting
Thura , Oct 28. 7 30 PM
French House. Sorority Row

Attention all Graduate Students
There wi be a Senate meeting In McFal Assembly on Friday. Oct 20 from 2 30-4:00 PM
See you there1'

CHRIS STECURA A LINDA TAYLOR

Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta
Little Amy wtieelen,
I'm ao happy that you're al mine
You don't know me yet but it soon wi be time
Our Friendship wil grow |ust wait and see
The time is near for you to |Oln our Family'
Love and TTKE
Your BIG???

EASTERN MICHIGAN vs BG
at Quarters Cafe on our
t-gScreen KlckOff 12:30
Saturday .25 hot dogs
2-7pm The only piece m
town to catch the game

AOTT AOTT AOTT
UI Trie* Gray.
I'm ao glad you're my little
Oat payched tor Friday1
Love. Your Big

Car Stutfa Of Alpha PhiGet Your "Stuff" Together and
Get payched for Car stuff'
Your Sigma Nu Coaches

GAMMA PHI BETA ■ WENDY MeDOLETON
BIG HUNT IS HERE
BUT DO NOT FEAR
FOR MY LIL'WENDY
IS SWEET At CANDY
ARE YOU CONFUSED MA'am
BOUT WHO I AM??
Love. Your BIG-

Gamma Phi Beta
m Laura P
Your Family la awaiting
to welcome you Into our bond.
For you are very special
and of you I am ao fond
I hope trwa weeks been a treat
and that you have had tun
There's much more I have For you,
though, belore BIG HUNT la done.
I love my Gamma PM 'HI
With love from your big

GAMMA PHI BETA
Little LonVoleski.
I love my little, you wil see
what greet Irlenda we can be.
The beet Dig lime is you and me.
Love, Your Big?

LAUREN ORODEK
Congratuatlons on your engagement to Tim'
Was ft a Surprise?' Welcome to the family'
I'm looking forward to many great years ahead.
Sisters forever. Who would have ever
thought?!?'Love. ANNE

GAMMA PHI • • Lll RORI ■ • QAMMA PHI
Rosas are red
Violets are Blue
I'm ao Happy
My Little ia You"
GAMMA PHI • ■ III' RORI *' GAMMA PHI

GAMMA PHI • UL TRACEY TAYLOR • GAMMA PHI

O.S.E.A. FUNDRAISINO COMMITTEE
Mealing Oct 211:00
Ed. tkJg 2nd floor

The Big Hunt la on.
And you must carry on
Until you lino meA greet duo we I be'
Love, your Big

Gamma Phi Wendy Lucas Gamma Phi
Roses sre red, Carnations are pink,
Hera's your 4th clue, gal ready. Don't Blink!
Your Big Is not a senior!!
I Love YOU Lll'! You'r.th. Basil II
Gamma Phi Beta
Ul Anna Stasnkiw
Big-Lime hunt is finally here
Soon the end wil be drawing near
But Your big wil always be your friend
Her love, for you wi never end.
Guess WHO?
Love. Your big?

1 Female Roommate needed to sublease for
Spring '90. Very close to campus Ph. Cal
3633579

FOR SALE

1 male needed to sublease for spring 90
$l40/mo Call354 5929 AsklorTodd

1978 Ponoac Bonnevme Reaable Bast Offer,
Cat 354-0613
|

1 -2 persons needed to 8ubleiia a vary nice
furnished apartment ASAP. Cal 354-6058 and
ask for Lisa after 7.00 PM on weeknights or
anytime on the weekends. Leeve a message
any other Ume

1981 Chev Citation
AM FM with Cassette
Air Conditioning
Reaable car in Greet Condition
Cal 372-1441 or 372-2959
Ask for Thomaa

Female Roommate needed for Spring
Nice Apartment. Cheap rent Cal 353-8736
Need 1 female non-smoker to sublease E.
Merry apt. for Spg 90 with 2 other girls Available exam wk. Please cal ASAP anytime and
leave message 353-8432
NEEOE0: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house with 3 girts lour houses from
campus Fall and Spring Semester Contact
LynnorKeley 353-7407
Srraal. one person apartment or efficiency
within 1/2 meS of campus for Spring 1990.
$150/mo or less Send inquires to:
Apartment
%C Richmond
313 0f1enhauerWeat
BG.Ohto
Wanted 1 or 2 persons needed to sublease 2
bedroom apt spring semester Al utilities paid
for except electric cheap rent cal 363-9461.

UlTroyann
Big hunt la approaching sooner then u think
I can't wall 4 u 2 B my official little'
See U some time this week
PI Phi Love 1 Mine
Your Big
PS Keep Smiling.'i

We need two non-smoking femalea to aublassia
apt lor Spring '90 eemeater1 Unfurnished apt.,
air cond . laundry, and reaaonatole rent! Cal
AmyorUaaat353-5729(after5:00)

La" Amy Sltkkerveer
Surprise, Surprise BIG hunt is here
Jump up and Down and give a cheer
here's s personal to show you
that aa your BfG I'l be always true
You plus me equal Family
Love and TTKE. YOUR BIG

QAMMA PHI BETA
Little Nicole Nuhn
Your search tor your BIO has fust begun But I
hope the journey haa been tun The candy, the
board, the flower. S Kiss The Rest ol the hunt
la even better than this'Happy Hunting'
Love, your BIG

Gamma PM Beta ' Llbbey Bylnglon
G at Payched for Big Hunl
Who knows when It will be
But I know one thing
We are the best BigiLitt i a
Thai anyone will ever see!
Always remember Your Big loves you!
PS II you think you k now You' re Wrong!
GAMMA PHI BETA
UL STACEY MEOVITZ
You are awesome Httle!
Keep up the great work!
Your big ia so proud of you'
Love, Big???
Gamma Phi Beta
LI' Deb Franeon
Soon you'l know the one who's gonna be the
most lun Just wait and see ..
The BESTbig and little ia YOU and MEII
Love your Big?'?!?

La" Chrisay P.
Don't you wiehy
Who I was
The time wil be soon
So don't be a goon!
PI Phi Love,
Your Big
LI" Uaa Woodruff
Yea ire true
Big, Ul hunt la here tor you
I can hardy wart
For the big date
And whatever you do
Just remember your BIG LOVES YOU!
Love and TTKE, Your Big
La" Susan
I can't wait to reveal myself to you!
I m so glad you wil be my little
and don't forget about your twin!
See you one night this week!
PI Phi love & mine.
Your Big
P.S I love Ice Cream
LITTLE BECKY STRIET
Oat EXCITED lor big hunt!
I know I ami I Lova my cool little
PI PHI Love, your big?"

Qamrna Phi Baaa
Track) Stalder
Since day one. I knew you were the one.
to be my kttie one
Someday you II see who your big wH be,
and we wet be oh so haooy'
Your the beat II' around! So don't clown
around, and soon we'l be found!
Love and TTKE,
Your Big??
QAMMA PHI BETA

LITTLE DIANE ECKARD
Welcome to my family as large as It may be.
you being my little ia so special lo me
Gat payched for The hunt to find out who I wil
ball
Little Krlssy Powell
I know you'l be psyched when you find out I am
your big.... I was
Love?7?

QAMMA PHI BETA
La" Heather
Roses are red. violets are blue,
You don't know me. but I know you!
The day will come when you wil see
What a great team we wil be!
QAMMA PHI BETA

Work 16 hours per weekend Our company la
seeking employees to perform unekjaad Ight
production work. Current openings for a now
weekend shift-7and 1/2 hours on Saturday
and 7 and 1/2 hours on Sunday. Plant location
la only 2 blocks from B.O.8.U. campus. The
rate of wage la $3 35 par hour. If Interested In
thra weekend shift, or If you can work at leeel
16 hours Monday thru Friday, cast the office at
354-2844 or pick up an appecafJon at Advan
ced Specially Products, inc 428 dough,.
Street. Bowing Green. Ohio

1 female roommate lo take over Spring semester kwae-tve with two other gala M Piedmont
Apts -Can move in after finale Can Melissa at
354-7142

It's been siey. fl's been fun
but dear II. BIG HUNTS nearly done
It's almost time for you to aee
what a great big/Ill pair
we wal be!
Love. Your BIG
GAMMA PHI BETA

Ul' Amy Church
Just 8 tew more deys
Like the rest w*
Prove to you. that your BIG LOVES YOU!
Much love and TTKE.
Your Big
Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta

GAMMA PHI BETA AMY HAMM
Look High. Look low
And Soon you'l know
How Happy a big I am
Cuz your my Httle Amy Hamm

Warned 39 People
to lose weight/earn
money- 353-9764

HELP WANTED
' Some Other Place •
Bowing Green's original party bar ia back. We
need bartenders, doorman, wait staff and
O.J.'a. Apply at 176 E Wooatar
Anytime
ATTENTION EXCELLENT INCOME
FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK INFO
CALL 504-646-1700 DEPT P6255

1983 Mazda GLC Custom L, 4 dr. aadan In
good cond. $150000 5-apd . AC. AM/FM
case., no mat Cal 352-2799 a leave message
on recorder.
1988 PonhSc Ftero, automatic, tst-crutae-airAM/FM cassette A more This car la Immaculate only 12,000 miles A must see car
$8250 00 Cal Aliaea 353-9474

1989 Ouentm 1000 LX. 12 sp . whl 27
trsme-25 $160 354-7924
Alpha Romeo Convertible
1973 Classic, British Racing
Green Open to offera
Cal 1-386-6512
Electra Electric base guitar
Black exceaanl condition
Case Included $150
Eplphone 12 string guitar
like new" $175 or trade

353-7868
For Sale: 1965 Dodge Poem
318EngM
Asking $800 Cal Brian 353-8833

Qarage Sale
Stadium View Apia. Club House
1700 Juniper Dr. Frl From
Noon-SPM * Sat from Bam-1 pm
Huge Oarage Sa!e-20 Fsmlshes
Find |ust what you're looking for
at a Bargain Price

la It True You Can Buy teeps lor $44 through
the U.S. Government? Get the facta today! Cal
1-312-742-1 142 Ext 1794

Bar Manager
Apply 176 E Wooeter

NAKAMICHI RX-202 Unidirectional autoreverae caaatte deck. $750 value wil aacrifice
for besl offer Please call 354-4861

Delivery Personnel DiBeneOetto's
1432 E Wooster. Apply 2-5:00p.m
Mon-Fri

Nintendo game ayatem
Plus extra joysticks snd 6 cartndgea
asking $200 or best offer
MUST SELLI Cal Greg at 372-4838

Experienced larm boy lor Fall harvest with In 3
miles of BO. Cal 686-4651.

PIONEER STEREO TURNTABLE; PL-450;
120V - 60HZ; w/ stylus; very good shape
$40 00 Cal 381-1931

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo
Summer.Yr round. Al Countries. Al fields Free
Info Write UC. PO Bx 52-Corona Del Mar CA
92625OH03

Sago Video Game Systems and/or games
Price)neg Trevor 353-9161

Part-time. Cash Savings. Now hiring 10 energetic Individuate for exciting new local promotion
Short hours-full lime pay. 9am-3pm or
4pm-9pm Mon. through Frl Cash paid deny.
352-3888
Positions available lor cocktail aervera, wafrera.
waitresses and kitchen personnel Apply at Chi
Chi's 1566 S. Reynolds Rd or cal 893-7017
between 2-4pm
SPRING BREAK 1990-lndividual or student organization needed to promote our Spring Break
tripe Earn money, free tripe and valuable work
experience APPLY NOW! Cal Inter Campus
Programs: 1-800-327-6013
Temporary clerical help • Must have legible
bandwnting a accuracy to work independently
in BO Courthouse If interested please contact:
CBC Company of NW Ohio at 476 8900
VAIL, COLORADO ■ Resort Joba
Soph., Jr.. or Sr. Hosp Mgmt.. Real. Mgmt .
IPCO, REC. Gen Bus or Mktg students Opportunities in Restaurants. Housekeeping, Culinary. Recreation, Front Desk & Banquet Catering. SpotJght Oct 19. 7:00 pm . 102 BA
Bldg Interviewing Oct 20 - Coop Office 238
Admin .2-2451.

Vasal Wind Tminor. For Condition Bool Ottnr
CalQlna372-6ie7.
•4 Dodge Charger
AM/FM Cassette, good condition, nick
A ski ng $2500 or beat otter
Cell3SM«22.

FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished Apt. tor sublease Spring
Sam. Close to campus Great lor 1 or 2 people.
Cal between 1-6 pm 353-8683.
MELPI We're graduating!
Clean, furnished, 2 bdrm . apt acroaa from
campus-needs subleesee for Spring 1990. Cal
353-9563
Nearly new large 2 bdrm, 11/2 baths, unfurn
apt Stove, refng A dishwasher included. Available now starting at $400/month.
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 354-2260
Wlnthrop Terrace apartments sre now taking
applications for Spring and Fal '90 lessee. 1 &
2 bedroom apartments available Three great
locationa, heat Included, maintenance, laundry,
etc. Cal 352-9136 or come to 400 napolean
Rd.

MA.S.K. INO THE SPIRITS (MAKING ALTERNATIVE SPIRITS KNOWN)

fW
Enjoy Good Living in '89 with

835 High Si

Rental Office

Located al Ch6fry*ood Health Spa

Phone 352-9378

8 00 -4 30

Monday - Fnday

9X12 month Leases Available
PIEDMONT APTS.
BIRCH WOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

FsMlur*.
2bf»*00«" 1 '.Da**
FirraAtWM •»«• *> ••. CaVC-.M'Q
£■»'• lfKQ« CsfJ*»v« IsTttW do**!
QM r-Mi ami coo""g
l**»Or, *••*. an «aKh Dt**MQ
PathO 4VM C/** »—«■■*»
Sound cox>hon*o mw*

Al <e«to*r»» ■*•* have m*tT*>*tVno pnvUttget to Cnorrywood Haaffi Sea
Comp-tl« ■•ci-lws <Of man and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• indoor Haatod Pool
• Macro Sauna
• MM Watofit Equipment
• Complete EietXlM Equipmanl
• Tanning Booth A.(.lable

®

by Fred Wright

Welcome to the Real World

1 female needed tor Spring eomeeter or
sooner OWN BEOROOM. S150/month Stop
by and see ua at 519 Ridge St «23 or call
353-7531

UIKkn.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Gamma Phi Beta Little Valerie.
The week haa gone teat Out oh. what a bleat
Its the beginning of a great year
That win be feted with laughter and cheer
Valerie, you're ao sweet
May our trlendahip forever keep'
I love my LIT Valerie

WANTED

OJs frelj UAJJ Mf'i
Work Out UibhMtM
TneSicJ.cGbf.lUG-yZL. m £o Se ri-y .1
Pint PLu.Frei
CtnYtv Forj.Ve Mel

whfpy syiejEsz p*yi

Typeset Resumes

'i5.Hr
This is not a coupon.
This is not a special oiler.
This Is the regular price
lor a qualify typeset resume
al UnlGraphics.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like tormats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready lor
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

UniGraohics
211 West Hall 372-7418

ttraJL

■Price dots not include lax Second pap* SB 00

,
,

